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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>application programming interface - allows one piece of software to send and receive data to another and request it to take actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERT</td>
<td>computer emergency response team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNI</td>
<td>critical national infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRA</td>
<td>communications (including broadcasting) regulatory authority/agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRT</td>
<td>computer security incident response team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>distributed denial of service - a type of online attack where a site and its ISP are flooded with traffic from other devices across the internet, slowing down or stopping the site from responding to legitimate users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>data protection authority (or commission), referred to in some countries as an information or privacy commissioner, responsible for enforcing data protection and privacy laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRE</td>
<td>direct recording electronic (machine) - a type of voting machine that records a voter’s choice in a polling station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMB</td>
<td>electoral management body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVM</td>
<td>electronic voting machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST</td>
<td>Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams, a global non-governmental association of computer emergency response teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPR</td>
<td>The European Union’s 2016 General Data Protection Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>geographic information system - computer tool used to manage and visualise geographical data, such as constituency boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR</td>
<td>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, a core UN human rights treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA</td>
<td>International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, an intergovernmental organisation with 33 members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFES</td>
<td>International Foundation for Electoral Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>internet service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>International Telecommunication Union, United Nations treaty body for communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NADRA</td>
<td>National Database and Registration Authority (Pakistan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, defensive alliance with several Commonwealth countries as members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSC</td>
<td>national cyber security centre (or authority) - increasingly common national governmental institutions, for example UK’s National Cyber Security Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIS</td>
<td>network and information security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Organization of American States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development - an intergovernmental economics ‘think tank’ with 36 members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS</td>
<td>Results Transmission System - used to digitally transmit provisional election results from polling and counting centres to Electoral Management Body headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDS</td>
<td>small island developing states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS</td>
<td>short message service - short text messages sent between mobile phones; used, for example, in Pakistan to provide voters with details of their polling station, and in some multifactor authentication systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVPAT</td>
<td>voter verifiable paper audit trail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Principles and recommendations

The Commonwealth Charter recognises the inalienable right of individuals to participate in democratic processes, in particular through free and fair elections. Governments, political parties and civil society are all responsible for upholding and promoting democratic culture and practice and are accountable to the public in this regard. International human rights law, in particular through the UN International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), also enshrines the right to take part in the conduct of public affairs, and to vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections by universal and equal suffrage, held by secret ballot.

In today’s world of increasing reliance on information and communication technologies, including in electoral processes, countries and individuals have a shared interest in protecting the security of networks, data, the people that use them and the services that run on them. The Commonwealth Cyber Declaration, adopted by Heads of Government at their meeting in 2018, highlights the importance of a free, open, inclusive and secure cyberspace, achieved through the importance of common standards and the strengthening of data protection and security frameworks. It also highlights the importance of tolerance and respect for diversity and understanding in cyberspace and affirms that the same rights that citizens have offline must also be protected online.

This guide explains how cybersecurity issues can compromise core aspects of elections, such as maintaining voter lists, verifying voters, counting and casting votes, and announcing results. It also describes how cybersecurity interacts with the broader electoral environment and new ways elections are being carried out, such as campaigns and data management by candidates and parties, online campaigns, social media, false or divisive information, and e-voting. Unless carefully managed, all these cybersecurity issues can present a critical threat to public confidence in election outcomes – which are a cornerstone of democracy.

To help electoral management bodies (EMBs) manage cybersecurity risks, this guide describes principles for electoral cybersecurity, as well as specific organisational recommendations that can be adapted as required. It additionally signposts an array of more technically detailed materials that can help with specific technical, social or regulatory challenges.

In this overview section, we highlight four key principles relating to election cybersecurity that emerge from Commonwealth and international instruments, together with the specific recommendations made by this guide in relation to each.

1. Democratic self-determination

Individuals have an inalienable right to participate in democratic processes, in particular through free and fair elections. This includes a commitment to peaceful, open dialogue and the free flow of information, including through a free and responsible media, and to enhancing democratic traditions and strengthening democratic processes. All peoples have the right to self-determination and the opportunity to take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives.

Recommendations

- Governments should develop modernised laws and institutions to protect elections, addressing cybersecurity, cybercrime, data protection and telecoms/media regulation issues.
- EMBs should ensure their cybersecurity guidance is well disseminated via voter education programmes and media training/guidance and should maximise transparency more broadly in their systems and processes.
- EMBs should carry out or facilitate assessment of the interaction effects between the use of electoral technology and security provisions and other structural features.
and challenges of the democracy, such as literacy, accessibility, and ethnic and gender dimensions.

- Commonwealth countries should consider legislating to ensure that platforms and advertising networks are obliged to make political adverts public, in line with best practices in the area which allow public research and scrutiny.
- Commonwealth countries may be aided by a template agreement with social media companies for national memoranda of understanding relating to disinformation, potentially based on the EU Code of Practice.
- Commonwealth countries should strengthen reporting and publication of political spending online, as well as offline, and should monitor donations and uses of ‘dark money’ to try to influence campaigns.
- EMBs should ensure the availability of cybersecurity training for political parties, in collaboration with national actors best placed (and seen as legitimate) to deliver such training.
- Where non-resident citizens are enfranchised, provision of online electoral information and forms for printing and returning by post present significantly lower cybersecurity risks than remote voting.

2. International law and co-operation

The principles of international law and co-operation, international peace and security, sustainable economic growth and development, and the rule of law are essential to the progress and prosperity of all. An effective multilateral system based on inclusiveness, equity, justice and international law is an important foundation for achieving consensus and progress on major global challenges. Commonwealth countries are committed to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and that the same rights that citizens have offline must also be protected online. International human rights law also provides that no-one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or her privacy, and that everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression.

Recommendations

- Governments should co-operate on electoral cybersecurity via the Commonwealth, regional co-operation organisations such as the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the African Union, the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), and other intergovernmental bodies such as the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA).
- EMBs should develop mechanisms to enable information sharing across the Commonwealth on threats, vulnerabilities and detected attacks against election infrastructure.
- Commonwealth countries should look for opportunities to work with relevant non-governmental organisations, such as the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams (FIRST), the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) and the Commonwealth Telecommunications Organisation (which works extensively with ministers of telecommunications and computer emergency response teams).
- Commonwealth EMBs should provide peer support and review on cybersecurity to their neighbouring EMBs, as well as sharing training opportunities.
- EMBs should co-operate to explore common standards for election cybersecurity products and services, to stimulate the development of efficient markets of providers. These standards should include secure configuration by default, along with consideration of the liability of vendors
- EMBs and funders of election digitisation programmes should aim for maximum transparency of contracts with suppliers, and of funding arrangements.
- Commonwealth EMBs should work with election observation organisations to develop comprehensive schedules of cybersecurity indicators, covering the entire electoral lifecycle, to be observed during missions.
- Electoral observation teams should include the technical expertise needed to effectively monitor digitised electoral processes.
• Exemptions or lower restrictions for data processing in data protection and privacy laws for political organisations or purposes must be narrow and proportionate.
• Governments should ensure privacy and data protection laws are in place to protect voter data wherever it is held, including in the private sector. These laws should allow political parties and candidates to engage with voters; but any exemptions that affect voters’ trust or data protection and security should be carefully limited.
• The data protection and/or privacy regulator with competence for political and electoral issues must be independent from government and adequately resourced and empowered.
• States without a data protection or privacy law should look to enact one in line with existing international standards and institutional practices.
• EMBs should not request the operation of internet shutdowns during election periods, or at any other point not objectively assessed as a national emergency and sanctioned by a superior court.
• Commonwealth countries should in general keep the internet on amid disinformation and cybersecurity concerns, while ensuring that false announcements are removed and countered where fraudulent or casting doubt on official EMB results and guidance (which are generally against the terms of service of major social media platforms.
• Disinformation is best tackled by governments through media pluralism and literacy initiatives, as these allow diversity of expression and choice. For social media platforms, source transparency indicators and deprioritisation of information rated false by independent fact checkers will limit impact. Users need to be given the opportunity to understand how their search results or social media feeds are built, and to edit their search results/feeds where desirable.
• Freedom of expression as a fundamental right should be subject only to appeal rights equivalent to those under state regulation, and thus disinformation should be regulated by legislation with appeal to courts of law. Options to ensure independent appeal and audit of platforms’ regulation of their users should be introduced. When technical intermediaries need to moderate content and accounts, detailed and transparent policies, notice and appeal procedures, as well as regular reports, are crucial.

3. Strengthening the use of ICTs for elections while enhancing their security

Information and communication technologies are powerful instruments of development: delivering savings, efficiencies and growth in economies, as well as promoting education, learning and the sharing of culture. Strengthening the use of such technologies, while also enhancing their security, can lead to more efficient and accurate election processes, while recognising the threats to stability in cyberspace and the integrity of critical infrastructure. There is a shared interest in protecting the security of networks, security of data, the people that use them and the services that run on them.

Recommendations
• EMBs should give careful consideration to use of technology in the elections process if and where it demonstrably addresses a clear need, while carefully managing the resulting cybersecurity risks with measures that are proportionate.
• Cross-government (including EMBs, national cybersecurity centres, state and local government agencies, data protection and media/telecoms regulators) coordination, and co-operation with political parties, traditional and new media, and civil society are key to effective action and societal trust in elections. A standing multistakeholder election security group should manage preparation and directly oversee the election process, trigger continuity plans, and communicate with the media and parliamentary oversight bodies.
• EMBs and national cybersecurity agencies should consider whether designation of key election systems as part of critical national infrastructure will improve their security.
• EMBs must model and mitigate the potential of insider attacks, both within their own activities and those of other electorally relevant organisations, such as political parties. Existing anti-corruption efforts, non-disclosure agreements and strong access controls are useful tools in this context.
• Individuals with reading - and especially writing and administrative - access to significant systems should be security vetted to an appropriate level. While government security agencies may carry out vetting, for independence reasons, EMBs should retain the ultimate decision as to staff appointments.
• EMBs should regularly audit automated systems used for electoral planning for integrity, and put in place processes to ensure documentation and assurance of the provenance of data sources being used.
• EMBs should be aware of and seek to mitigate cybersecurity risks involving contractors for electoral logistics, especially those with systems directly linked to the EMB.
• Cybersecurity threat assessment and mitigation should be undertaken regularly by EMBs as part of an ongoing process, rather than in the run-up to ballot periods alone.
• Information about polling locations should be delivered from EMBs to voters in a secure and robust manner, with monitoring of the veracity and timeliness of information provided.
• An independent agency, such as a data protection authority (DPA), should have competences over the privacy and security of electoral data, including its processing, storage and transformation into derivative data by political parties.
• EMBs should take steps to ensure that only electoral roll data necessary for the intended purposes of use are transmitted to authorised actors, in a format which does not encourage inappropriate reuse or dissemination and including fingerprinting data to facilitate the tracing of data breaches.
• EMBs and their cybersecurity partners should identify all avenues, actors and systems which feed into and are informed by the electoral roll(s), and should map out security threats and capacities, contact points and regular procedures to check for data and system integrity.
• The master copy of the electoral roll(s) should not be connected to public networks and should only be updated with additional information in accordance with procedures designed to ensure the integrity and provenance of the new information.
• When engaging in data cleaning or validation, the responsible agency should keep complete tamperproof logs of all changes made and use technologies which allow such logging. This allows for detection of integrity issues and specific rollbacks if such issues are discovered.
• EMBs and their cybersecurity partners should ensure providers, domain and hosting services for any online registration are easily contactable, identify periods where availability is critical (e.g. near electoral deadlines) and should designate a specific team or individual as responsible to respond to system issues.
• EMBs should prepare and practise backup procedures where availability attacks on critical systems might disrupt electoral processes.
• Where machines are used to cast votes, EMBs should carefully consider the use of voter verified paper audit trails to enable every vote to be verified where results are disputed.
• Systems to verify postal ballots should be carefully designed to maintain public trust and the confidentiality of votes.
• EMB officials should examine and determine how to treat every ballot rejected by automatic counting systems as invalid or uncertain.
• EMBs should have in place procedures for ongoing secure configuration and testing of all systems used in elections, with regular exercises to test responses to attacks.
• EMBs should consider obtaining external certification of security-critical elements of election infrastructure to build public trust.
• Before introducing internet voting systems in elections, EMBs should assess very carefully the cybersecurity risks they introduce, as well as the extensive mechanisms required to manage that risk and potential damage to voter trust in case of disputed outcomes.
• EMBs should ensure results transmission systems (RTSs) are secure, subject to clear and strict access controls, and have appropriate levels of redundancy and backup procedures in place should components of them unexpectedly fail.
• EMBs can improve the resilience of results reporting, as well as public confidence in the results, by supporting parallel vote reporting and tabulations by civil society organisations.
• EMBs should ensure software used in vote tabulation is audited and verified, and used by trained staff on appropriately secured hardware.
• EMB websites, especially those announcing election results, should be protected against high levels of traffic and denial of service attacks.
• EMBs should develop regularly updated processes for auditing the use of election technologies, and consider how far these processes and their results can be made accessible to observers and the public.
• EMBs and/or their cybersecurity partners should actively monitor election infrastructure for intrusions, as well as having the capability to rapidly escalate and respond during election periods at the direction of senior decision-makers.
• EMBs should provide cybersecurity training for all staff, as well as career development for technical staff, partnering with local universities, regional peers and international organisations.

4. Non-discrimination

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) provides that all persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law. This includes without distinction of any kind such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

The Commonwealth Cyber Declaration recognises that access to information and digital literacy can be a powerful catalyst for economic empowerment and inclusion. Through the declaration, Commonwealth countries have committed to take steps towards expanding digital access and digital inclusion for all communities without discrimination and regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, age, geographic location or language.8

Recommendations

• EMBs should ensure their cybersecurity guidance is well disseminated via voter education programmes and media training/guidance and should maximise transparency more broadly in their systems and processes.
• EMBs should carry out or facilitate assessment of the interaction effects between the use of electoral technology and security provisions and other structural features and challenges of the democracy, such as literacy, accessibility, and ethnic and gender dimensions.
• EMBs using biometric authentication should ensure all eligible voters are easily able to register and vote.
• Given the potential cybersecurity implications of requiring biometric or other electronic identification systems, EMBs should gather a clear evidence base on the impact on fraud, turnout and system impact, particularly among marginalised communities.
• EMBs should enable the use of technologies that improve the accessibility of elections for disabled people, while evaluating and carefully managing any resulting cybersecurity risks.
Notes and references

5 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966).
6 The Commonwealth (2013), Commonwealth Charter, Charter IX.
7 The Commonwealth (2018), Commonwealth Cyber Declaration.
8 Ibid.
Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 The increasing vulnerability of electoral systems

Since the 1990s, internet-connected computers, mobile and ‘smart’ devices have become integral parts of day-to-day life for many in the Commonwealth, including for election-related activities.

During each phase of contemporary elections, the direct and indirect use of computers and other technology introduces a range of risks to electoral integrity. These pose threats to confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information and infrastructures concerning votes and voters, candidates and parties, and broader election processes. Canada’s Communications Security Establishment has reported that from 2015 to 2018, it observed more than twice as many digital attacks on democratic processes worldwide, and a three-fold increase in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries (see Figure 1.1). These attacks have come from sophisticated state intelligence agencies, as well as ‘hackers for hire’ and crime gangs targeting organisations for ransoms (as suffered by one Caribbean EMB, which had to pay a bitcoin ransom to regain access to its data).

This guide explains how cybersecurity issues can compromise traditional aspects of elections, such as maintaining voter lists, verifying voters, counting and casting votes and announcing results. It also describes how cybersecurity interacts with the broader electoral environment and new ways elections are being carried out, such as campaigns and data management by candidates and parties, online campaigns, social media, false or divisive information, and e-voting. Unless carefully managed, all these cybersecurity issues can present a critical threat to public confidence in election outcomes - which are the cornerstone of democracy.

Using digital technology during polling and counting also means that reliable electricity supplies are needed at polling stations and counting centres (with expensive backup facilities), and in some cases (such as checking voter records against remote databases, updating shared lists of individuals that have voted, and reporting preliminary counts remotely), functioning telecommunications links are needed as well. These can by no means be taken for granted in any Commonwealth country - and are another target for both sophisticated and basic attacks.

To help electoral management bodies (EMBs) manage these risks, this guide describes principles for electoral cybersecurity, as well as specific organisational recommendations.
that can be adapted as required. It additionally signposts an array of more technically detailed materials that can help with specific technical, social or regulatory challenges.

***

Cybersecurity covers the broad range of technical, organisational and governance issues that must be considered to protect an information system against accidental and deliberate threats. It goes well beyond the details of firewalls, anti-virus software and similar technical security tools. This breadth is captured in the widely used International Telecommunication Union (ITU) definition:

Cybersecurity is the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber environment and organization and user’s assets. Organization and user’s assets include connected computing devices, personnel, infrastructure, applications, services, telecommunications systems, and the totality of transmitted and/or stored information in the cyber environment. Cybersecurity strives to ensure the attainment and maintenance of the security properties of the organization and user’s assets against relevant security risks in the cyber environment.3

The importance of cybersecurity has increased as so many government, business and day-to-day activities around the world have moved online – including election management. But especially in emerging economies, ‘[m]any organizations digitizing their activities lack organizational, technological and human resources, and other fundamental ingredients needed to secure their system, which is the key for the long-term success’.4 Although ‘[o]ne of the claims made for digital technology is that it can strengthen electoral processes in countries where state and electoral management bodies have limited capacities’, ‘ensuring that such technology is properly used is far from straightforward … additional timelines and training requirements, not greater simplicity, are often the corollaries of digitization’.5

Cybersecurity of elections includes issues concerning electronic voting infrastructure, but is not limited to that alone. For example:

- In the US state of Georgia, a security researcher found a vulnerability that allowed him to download and potentially alter the register of 6.7 million voters on an insecure election server, as well as instructions and passwords for election workers to log in to systems used to verify voters on election day.6
- During the 2016 elections in France, the USA and Germany, hackers released information such as internal e-mails stolen from political parties and candidates in an attempt to damage their credibility – with serious allegations of the involvement of other countries.7
- Foreign organisations have been accused of planting and facilitating the spread of misleading and inaccurate information on social media in the run-up to recent elections.
- Journalists and electoral observers are core parts of oversight in electoral systems, but are also personally and organisationally vulnerable to cybersecurity threats.

This guide gives decision-makers in Commonwealth EMBs and related government organisations the information they need to understand and manage these risks. It considers a range of threats throughout the electoral cycle, promoting a systemic view of these fast-moving issues. It also recommends best practices in election cybersecurity, gathered using a literature review; a detailed survey of Commonwealth governments (with responses from 47 per cent of members); an in-depth document review and stakeholder interviews in four Commonwealth countries (Ghana, Pakistan, Trinidad and Tobago, and the United Kingdom); workshops in Oxford (with Caribbean parliamentarians), London (with EMB officials from across the Commonwealth), Johannesburg (with African Commonwealth EMB officials), Sydney (with Asian, Pacific and Australasian Commonwealth EMB officials) and Port of Spain (with Caribbean Commonwealth EMB and cybersecurity officials); and interviews with private sector and civil society experts.

To better illustrate the survey responses for comparative purposes, we have grouped respondent countries as follows: using the UN Conference on Trade and Development list of small island developing states (SIDS),8 the remaining countries in the World Bank’s lists of low- and middle-income countries, and high-income countries. SIDS face particular challenges
in terms of electoral infrastructure, but are able to take measures (such as face-to-face verification of voter registrations) that would be too resource intensive for larger countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small island developing states</th>
<th>Other low- and middle-income countries</th>
<th>High-income countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Malta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoa</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Kitts and Nevis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Lucia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.2 Grouping of survey respondent

1.2 The electoral cycle

Elections are not a singular event, but rather a process which is cyclical in nature and with key defined phases, namely the pre-election period, election period and the post-election period.

- **In the pre-election period**, EMBs, alongside the national and local government agencies they share responsibilities with, manage the geographical boundaries of constituencies; maintain accurate and complete electoral registers; ensure and maintain the readiness of the electoral system in the context of fast-moving political developments; and often promote democratic engagement, such as encouraging voter registration, training and education. Party registration and party funding and membership are often managed using online systems, and the security and validity of each may need auditing, notably where cybersecurity may be compromised by anonymous online funding, pseudonymous and unverified membership, and impermissible corporate and overseas donations. Misuse of electoral registers of voters and party members can occur due to cybersecurity incidents and misuse of voter registration data. Secure and trustworthy supply chains for voting supplies, such as secure paper and printing, should be in place and be reliable for electoral events. Specialist technical systems used during the elections, such as voter biometric authentication and ballot-counting equipment, must be updated and tested.

- **Throughout election periods**, EMBs monitor political party and campaign spending against permissible limits, and against foreign interference. Broadcasters are often subject to specific electoral campaign regulation by communications regulatory authorities (CRAs), working in conjunction with EMBs to ensure advertising is legally constituted and funded, and that editorial is not biased in favour of any one party (notably the governing party, or that which is favourable to the broadcaster-owner interest). Other forms of mass media may also be subject to the CRA or EMB’s regulations, including newly drafted rules for online and social media advertising and against disinformation.

- **As elections near**, EMBs plan the location and staffing of polling and counting stations, with ballot periods varying across the Commonwealth - from one day in many countries to six weeks in the 2019 Indian general election. EMBs must ensure there will be sufficient local polling stations, and that these will be staffed and equipped, and remain open until the appointed closing time, with those waiting in line able to be processed safely and securely. EMBs must ensure access to democratic processes for voters resident in other countries, voters with disabilities, and voters from marginalised populations and minority
(including indigenous) language groups. Where applicable, postal votes, proxy votes or votes in overseas locations must be certified, safeguarded and kept secure until official counting begins.

- **On election day**, polling officials must be able to check voters are eligible and record they have cast their vote, whether this is with printed lists, online systems and/or biometrics such as using the fingerprints of voters. Most Commonwealth countries still use paper ballots marked by voters, but some such as *India* (which has a multi-week voting period) have introduced voting machines at polling stations. Others, such as the *UK* and *Pakistan*, have conducted subnational trials with remote electronic voting. EMBs must also have communication and response systems to respond to any detected incidents or allegations of electoral impropriety.

- **Once voting is complete**, ballots are counted. In some countries, this occurs at polling stations; in others, at regional centres. Counting is done by hand in many instances. Several countries use optical scanning machines with human checks, while in some currently limited cases counting is done by tallying digitally reported votes. The count is often a fast-moving race against the media and candidates themselves, and contention or controversy at this stage can threaten the democratic process. EMBs often also play a role beyond tallying and certification in final reporting. The misreporting of results by political parties and others may need to be acted on by the police working in conjunction with the EMB, with some Commonwealth countries imposing social media blackouts during the counting period - and more controversially, during the election day or even campaign.

- **Finally, in the post-election period**, EMBs scrutinise results and reflect on the election. This usually requires collecting data and reflecting on successes and failures in the electoral process, but it may also involve responding to requests from courts for access to detailed evidence to decide any challenges to results. EMBs may also report to government and parliament, in some cases requesting reform of the legal powers which enable their functions, notably where cybersecurity and other threats have emerged in the electoral cycle.

### 1.3 The Commonwealth context

Through the Commonwealth Charter, the member countries of the Commonwealth are all committed to democracy, the rule of law, good governance, separation of powers and human rights. Most have common law legal systems and many have developed comparable institutional environments.

Many members have very similar approaches to cybercrime and data protection law and institutions, shaped by international consensus around Commonwealth model laws and the Council of Europe’s cybercrime and data protection conventions, alongside technical assistance from both bodies. Cross-government cybersecurity programmes/centres and independent data protection authorities support these developing regulatory areas. Many member countries have similar approaches to media and telecommunications regulation, often influenced by the British Broadcasting Corporation as a public sector broadcaster, and the *UK*’s integrated Office of Communications regulatory model, covering telecommunications, radio spectrum, broadcasting and post.

Commonwealth members vary significantly in size, population and gross domestic product (GDP) per capita. There are 31 small countries, mainly in the Caribbean Sea and Indian and Pacific Oceans. Many of these developing countries’ governments have limited resources, and may not have a permanent EMB or substantial election infrastructure. There are large emerging economies such as *Ghana, Kenya, Malaysia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Tanzania* and *Uganda*, with varying levels of digital election infrastructure. There are also some of the world’s largest democracies (*Bangladesh, Nigeria, Pakistan* and *India*), with some sophisticated electoral infrastructure and piloting and use of biometrics and voting machines. And finally, there are advanced economies with sophisticated cybersecurity resources - *Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Singapore* and the *UK*.

The Commonwealth Cyber Declaration, adopted by Heads of Government at their London meeting in March 2018, brought together a long history of Commonwealth work and principles on cyber-related issues. More than 15 years ago, Commonwealth law ministers, for example,
adopted model legislation on computer and computer-related crime, on the protection of personal information, on privacy, on electronic evidence and on electronic transactions. The Commonwealth Cybercrime Initiative, consisting of 35 organisations, including Interpol, OAS, the Council of Europe, the Commonwealth Telecommunications Organisation (CTO) and the ITU, delivered needs assessment services, as well as technical assistance and capacity building, using such tools.

Building on this foundation, Commonwealth countries expressed a shared commitment in the Commonwealth Cyber Declaration to a cyberspace that supports economic and social development and rights online, to build the foundations of an effective national cybersecurity response, and to promote stability in cyberspace through international co-operation. The Implementation Plan to the Cyber Declaration specifically envisages work on enhancing the protection of election systems through better cybersecurity.  

1.4 Relevant organisations and regulatory frameworks

There is a wide range of organisations whose work impacts or is impacted by issues of cybersecurity in electoral cycles, and these vary by Commonwealth country. Most clearly relevant is the EMB. As the public body with legal and administrative responsibility for the preparation and conduct of elections, issues concerning the integrity of the elections will usually fall at least partially within its remit.

Commonwealth countries distribute responsibility among government bodies for the electoral cycle in different ways. In some countries, such as Pakistan and Ghana, a central EMB has responsibility for most activities, shared between staff at a headquarters in the capital, regional offices and counting centres, and local polling stations. In others, such as the UK, a central EMB is responsible for party registration and spending controls, but hundreds of local authorities manage electoral registers and polling. In federations such as Australia and Canada, a devolved system to states may operate with a federal EMB. As well as national and local elections, many Commonwealth countries have important regional and provincial elections, and some have provisions for government or citizen-initiated referendums.

Beyond electoral management bodies

There are, however, a number of reasons why EMBs are not the only actors important to successful elections in a connected world. In relation to some specific issues, they may not even be the main responsible bodies.

First, EMBs vary largely in size, capacity and seasonality. Many have few permanent staff, and instead adjust to variations through temporary structures and workforce in the run-up to elections. Particularly in smaller countries, medium- to longer-term policy-making concerning elections is likely to more heavily depend on the co-ordination of an array of stakeholders across government - some of which may even be staff who would work for the EMB during an electoral period. There are also a number of non-permanent and not fully independent EMBs, this being applicable to a number of small states.

Second, electoral integrity extends beyond the direct electoral services provided by an election body to wider societal and political systems, with cybersecurity implications which might undermine the electoral process or trust in it. Examples of these include the cybersecurity of political parties or journalists; the use of automated systems for campaigning on social media; or the accumulation of campaigning funds through innovative digital financing mechanisms. In some countries, EMBs might face legal or practical restrictions around engaging with all relevant actors in the way cybersecurity issues demand: for example, for reasons of impartiality and transparency.

Third, the use of technology in and around elections is typically highly interwoven with the infrastructure, practices and rulemaking of a range of public and private bodies. Networked systems, such as the assets of internet and mobile providers and the services of social media and messaging providers such as Skype and WhatsApp, play important infrastructural roles. The hardware and software that public services operate on play significant roles in
cybersecurity issues, implicating the organisations and regimes that procure them. Many governments have unified systems for identifying citizens and use part of all of these infrastructures in different points of the electoral process. While some election bodies manage electoral rolls entirely separately from other parts of government, in many nations, the distinction is less easy to make. This can bring benefits – for example, highlighting when an individual has died by linking it to data used to inform other administrative systems; however, it also means that more collaboration is required.

Fourth, many issues concerning electoral integrity and cybersecurity span jurisdictions. Online platforms are particularly important, and many cross-jurisdictional issues regarding their responsibility across borders are currently playing out in legislative discussions and in the courts. This problem is heightened by globalisation in general, as voters are increasingly spread out across the world, and in many Commonwealth countries, overseas voters play an important and influential role in elections. Election bodies often have limited overseas reach, both in terms of their legal basis and their practical capacity, and may need to work in tandem with other bodies and even other governments in some cases.

The International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance’s (IDEA) Cybersecurity in Elections – Models of Interagency Collaboration publication outlines various different models of interagency collaboration which can be used to strengthen elections cybersecurity across governments. It is based on 20 case studies with EMBs and related government agencies from its network, in countries as diverse as Austria, Australia, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Georgia, Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico, Moldova, the Netherlands, Norway, Romania, South Africa, Sweden, Ukraine, the United Kingdom and the United States.

The publication reflects that while adversaries are free to attack any part of a country’s elections infrastructure, the state is often fragmented in its response. Responses differ across different national contexts, where the relative allocation of responsibility to the EMB, other state agencies, the private sector and parties will also vary across different threat types. Interagency collaboration is required to pool required resources and expertise; to develop better mutual understanding of areas of responsibility, overlaps and points of contact; and for building holistic defences against both domestic and international cyberattacks on elections and democracy.

In this context, the IDEA publication explores the following relevant questions:

- Which government bodies and private sector companies need to be involved?
- How should the collaboration of the various actors be structured, and what are their respective roles and responsibilities?
- How does co-operation work between different levels of the EMB and with non-state agencies?
- What formal frameworks – from legislation to memoranda of understanding – are required to enable, encourage and facilitate interagency co-operation?

The publication finds that it is easier for centralised EMBs to implement uniform cybersecurity measures throughout the country and that those with decentralised institutions will often bear the brunt of the criticism for cyberattacks, despite not having full operational control. Decentralised EMBs therefore need to place even more of a precedence on interagency collaboration.

The publication lays out the various levels at which multiagency collaboration can strengthen elections cybersecurity:
Figure 1.3 International IDEA’s levels of multiagency collaboration

It also outlines a number of pertinent recommendations to enable and overcome the challenges to interagency collaboration:

- Interagency collaboration is a key element of improving resilience in elections. Electoral cybersecurity threats transcend institutional mandates. Tackling them often requires resources, information, situational awareness and expertise from multiple agencies. EMBs and other authorities working on elections should therefore consider the various models for interagency collaboration on cybersecurity, for example:
  - interagency communication protocols;
  - joint risk assessments; shared expertise, tools and resources;
  - independent assessments and certifications; and
  - scenario-based joint exercises

- To safeguard the independence of the EMB, any interagency collaboration should be publicly explained in a transparent and clearly defined manner.

- The private sector, political parties, academia, civil society and the media all play an important role in interagency collaboration, as do state agencies.

- International collaboration is needed, and election observers should assess domestic interagency collaboration.

- Designation of elections as critical infrastructure can help when interagency collaboration is absent.

Box 1.1 Models of interagency collaboration
Source: International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA)

Relevant regulatory frameworks

Many specific regulatory and policy regimes are relevant to electoral integrity. Electoral law outlines structural obligations and constraints on electoral processes, as well as permitting, prohibiting or mandating the use of particular technologies or data sources in elections. Privacy and data protection laws are in force in many Commonwealth countries. These are relevant in many respects, such as concerning the collection and processing of data relating
to voters and the private lives of candidates, and the use of digital marketing tools by campaigns (see Figure ).

Also relevant are laws concerning confidentiality of communications or correspondence, which can implicate a range of digital signals and messages in an electoral context. These sets of laws are particularly important in relation to data collected and used in the digital advertising and social media ecosystems, which are increasingly important campaigning grounds.

Cybercrime laws are also common. Several Commonwealth countries have signed and/or ratified a range of international cybercrime treaties, and many have domestic cybercrime legislation. These connect to laws governing the interception, collection and retention of digital intelligence, such as law regulating investigatory powers, which may be drawn upon by intelligence agencies, the police and other actors while investigating crimes, such as breaches of electoral law.

Ghana has acceded to both the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime (Council of Europe) and the Malabo Convention on Cyber Security and Personal Data protection (African Union), and it will soon ratify the former in parliament. Both conventions harmonise national laws, improve investigative techniques and increase co-operation between the parties in order to fight cybercrime, collectively improve cybersecurity and improve personal data protection. Ghana is one of only three countries on the African continent to ratify both conventions. It is also working directly with the Council of Europe through the GLACY+ (Global Action on Cybercrime) project, acting as a hub to support the capacity building of other states in the West African region.

Public procurement law governs the way that public bodies of all types obtain digital technologies, and may place restrictions on which suppliers are eligible, their credentials or the ways in which governments can engage with them. Election bodies may fall outside of specific procurement rules for constitutional reasons, yet they are likely to be sharing or interfacing with infrastructure affected by such rules. Connected to this, research and education policy will affect whether a nation has specialists in cybersecurity, for example, in its universities and technical colleges, which in turn affects mechanisms of scientific advice to the public sector and the training pipeline for hiring experts.
Laws concerning **freedom of expression**, which often have a constitutional foundation, are important, particularly when read alongside **broadcasting law**, **media regulation** and **defamation law**. Many of these pieces of legislation are looked to regarding deceptive content online, such as fake accounts. Furthermore, **telecommunications law** governs the infrastructure that other electoral processes run on, such as results transmission or e-voting. Lastly, given the wide array of areas affected by digital processes, several nations have passed **omnibus ‘digital-era’ laws** to both update the regimes above and to create new regimes around them. 

Despite the importance of an up-to-date legal framework, only 15 per cent of respondent Commonwealth countries (see Figure 1) are modernising their electoral legislation to take into account cybersecurity and the prospects of foreign interference. The proportion is consistent across high-income, middle- and low-income, and small island developing countries.
Small island developing Commonwealth countries modernising electoral legislation for cybersecurity threats

- Yes: 8%
- Yes but not with respect to cybersecurity: 33%
- No: 58%

Other low- and middle-income Commonwealth countries modernising electoral legislation for cybersecurity threats

- Yes: 25%
- Yes but not with respect to cybersecurity: 38%
- No: 38%

High-income Commonwealth countries modernising electoral legislation for cybersecurity threats

- Yes: 17%
- Yes but not with respect to cybersecurity: 33%
- No: 50%

Figure 1.5 Proportion of respondent Commonwealth countries modernising electoral legislation for cybersecurity threats
Other relevant organisations

In general, responsibility for personal data protection, political advertising and media coverage, protection of telecommunications and other critical infrastructure, and investigation of electoral and cybercrime offences, lies with bodies beyond EMBs. A clear overview for all countries is not possible, as institutional structures can differ in scope or responsibilities, despite also sharing similarities. Some common groupings can, however, be located.

The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) of Ghana was established in November 2018 by a cabinet directive. Its remit is to co-ordinate cybersecurity across government, protect critical information infrastructure, raise awareness, provide incident response, set standards and facilitate public/private engagement. It currently employs around 20 staff and the World Bank is providing 3 consultants. Its institutions derive powers from Ghana’s Criminal Investigations Division (CID), which has a mandate to investigate cybercrime. As part of the update to Ghana’s cybersecurity framework, the NCSC will become an authority, in order to secure longer-term funding and better execute its mandate. It will also acquire further regulatory powers over the cybersecurity industry and critical sectors, including financial services, energy, telecoms, government sectors, health and – importantly – elections.

The NCSC is currently tendering for equipment and is in the process of setting up computer emergency response teams (CERTs) in telecoms, energy and financial services, to follow the central CERT launched in 2014. The first sectoral CERT was established by the National Communications Authority (NCA) for the telecoms/communications sector in October 2018. It is using the FIRST framework (Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams, a global association of CERTs) to provide services, including incident management, digital forensics, communications and outreach, capability development, research and development (R&D), and information assurance. It is working closely with the NCSC, particularly on incident management, in order to filter relevant intelligence to Ghanaian telecoms providers.

Many countries have a range of national cybersecurity actors. Some countries have set up high-level organisations to co-ordinate cybersecurity capacity building and assurance in public functions, such as the Australian Cyber Security Centre, the Canadian Centre for Cyber Security, the National Cyber Security Centre (UK and Ghana – soon to become an authority) and the Cyber Security Agency (Singapore). Related to this, and sometimes independently or separately, countries often have cybersecurity strategy groups sitting under the executive.

In addition, at the time of writing, 29 Commonwealth countries were reported to have national computer security incident response teams (CSIRTs). These organisations act as a co-ordinator and a point of contact for domestic and international stakeholders during an incident. Some of these have been established from scratch, while others have been elevated from existing areas of cybersecurity capacity within their countries.

Trinidad and Tobago’s National Cyber Security Strategy identifies a requirement for an organisation to serve as a national focal point for incident management. This was realised by the creation of the Trinidad and Tobago Cyber Security Incident Response Team (TTCSIRT) in November 2015, with the assistance of the Organization of American States (OAS) and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). TTCSIRT is a Ministry of National Security unit, but the medium-term (five-year) plan in the national strategy is that it will be governed as an independent cybersecurity agency. This should help with perceptions of independence from government. Its mission is to respond to cyber incidents, through effective response techniques, education, training, awareness, research, collaboration and efficient management strategies, in order to restore the operations of the information systems of Trinidad and Tobago. TTCSIRT has primarily focused its operations on government networks, but will provide wider coverage over time.

TTCSIRT plans to develop all of its own capabilities in-house by working with the police’s newly established digital forensics unit. It has faced difficulties finding experienced staff, so is concentrating on training new staff. It has taken on two on-the-job trainees and will look at introducing three-month internships for university students. TTCSIRT only expects to keep staff for around three years, since their experience is so marketable. It can also take advantage of the
government’s returning scholars programme, which gives graduates with a first-class degree funding for a master’s degree (and in some cases, a PhD) in return for a year working afterwards.

**Box 1.4 Trinidad and Tobago’s Computer Security Incident Response Team (TTCSIRT)**

Specialist police agencies also exist to support law enforcement capacity in these areas. One example of such a collaboration comes from Mexico in 2018, where the National Electoral Institute (INE) found a leaked copy of the entire electoral register on sale online. Together with the Special Prosecutor’s Office for Electoral Crimes (Fepade), the Criminal Investigation Agency (AIC) and the Cyber Police, INE stopped the sale. 29

**Countries differ in terms of the location of their core cybersecurity expertise.** In some countries, there may be significant public sector capacity and a range of in-house experts. Universities may form a core part of national expertise and may have training pipelines and world-leading research groups in areas of relevance to electoral cybersecurity and integrity. Yet in other countries, cybersecurity might not be a chosen national specialism for research and practice. In these cases, cybersecurity expertise might lie in sector-specific organisations, such as telecommunications or financial services companies, which may or may not be in public hands.

Independent communications regulatory agencies/authorities (CRAs) and ministries of information and/or communication have important roles in electoral cybersecurity. Election media coverage has cybersecurity dimensions and is a complex multiagency issue to regulate. **Political coverage rules** typically only apply to broadcast media, not print, online or outdoor posters. Those broadcast rules often apply to all broadcasting political coverage, with a ‘fairness rule’ and hate speech laws, with specific regulation of electoral periods. Yet with the continued increase in the use of multimedia in personalised online environments, this is fast changing the way political advertising works, creating new cybersecurity concerns.

Many regulators, including electoral, information and competition regulators, are considering the cybersecurity impacts of programmatic, **data-driven advertising online**. 30 The increase in highly targeted advertising, often selected using data obtained as a result of insecure transmission and brokerage, 31 both inside and outside electoral periods in online media, has been shown to be capable of causing disruption to electoral campaigning. The problem of hate speech has been shown to have causation with inter-ethnic violence and even genocide in both broadcast 32 and online media. 33

All the above agencies are implicated in the new cybersecurity-related challenges to **electoral campaign regulation**. Media pluralism (ownership and content diversity) is a recognised and protected democratic value, contributing to the preservation and enhancement of electoral democracy, with a different stringency of regulation for different forms of media. 34 There is currently very little regulation of campaign activity on social media online in most Commonwealth countries, with no rules for content impartiality and limited oversight of campaign finance spending or of the ways automated systems (such as bots) might operate at scale. Where potential breaches of electoral law occur in the context of new media and technologies, the EMB may be forced to co-ordinate a multiagency response.

Twenty-two (22) Commonwealth countries are reported to have privacy and/or data protection laws (see Box 1). Some of these have associated regulatory bodies, such as the Data Protection Commission (Ghana), the Information Commissioner’s Office (UK) and the Privacy Commissioner (Canada); meanwhile, other Commonwealth countries have laws without a regulator (e.g. **Saint Vincent and the Grenadines**) or have not yet appointed a regulator or commenced relevant parts of the law (e.g. **Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, South Africa** and **Seychelles**).
Some data protection authorities have seen significant budget increases in recent years to cope with changing legislation and changing issues. The Cypriot Data Protection Authority, for example, has reported an increase of budget by 70 per cent, between 2018 and 2019. Such regulators and privacy frameworks may not reach to cover many parts of the electoral cycle, however, due to exemptions or a sole focus on public or private actors (see Chapter 3, in the section on ‘3.4 Privacy and data protection’).

**Recommendation** Governments should develop modernised laws and institutions to protect elections, addressing cybersecurity, cybercrime, data protection and telecoms/media regulation issues.

***

In sum, contemporary electoral issues touching upon cybersecurity are broad and implicate a wide array of regulatory actors. There is no ‘best’ institutional arrangement that will work across all national contexts, but these issues will require new and strengthened forms of co-operation across agencies that may not have worked together extensively before.

In the next chapter, this guide describes the electoral cycle and elaborates on cybersecurity-related challenges and emerging best practices within each element.
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Chapter 2 Cybersecurity across the electoral cycle

In electoral administration - even in the many Commonwealth countries that still use hand-marked paper ballots, manually counted, to determine the outcome of elections - computers and mobile devices have become indispensable tools to manage electoral rolls, delimit constituency boundaries, print poll books and co-ordinate the logistics of polling days. In some countries, they aid in collating and announcing results.

A smaller number of Commonwealth countries make greater use of technology in their interactions with voters during polling periods - to provide further checks of voter identity; to cast votes in person on electronic voting machines; and in some pilots, to allow remote e-voting.

Technology is even more pervasive when considering those participating in the electoral system more broadly. Political parties and campaigning organisations across the Commonwealth now make heavy use of voter data and social media to reach voters via direct marketing and targeted adverts, and of communications tools to internally plan and organise. In some countries, these forms of campaigning have partially displaced traditional campaigning. The Canadian government has reported that since 2015, the number of digital attacks on election infrastructure around the world has grown slightly, while attacks on political party cybersecurity and targeting of voters with disinformation have increased significantly:1

Figure 2.1 Cyber threats to global democratic processes, observed by Canadian Communications Security Establishment

The demand for data in political campaigns has led to practices that are arguably illegal in some Commonwealth jurisdictions and may more broadly betray voter expectations and confidence. There has been an increasing drive for detailed information about voters beyond that in electoral rolls. In some cases, such data have been obtained or processed illegally2 or used in the context of high levels of microtargeting online, resulting in illegal electoral overspend.3

A regulatory response to electoral cybersecurity issues needs to include consideration of direct threats, emerging vulnerabilities and broader systemic issues:
• **Threats:** Attacks which undermine the confidentiality of information, the availability of systems or the integrity of processes *(e.g. attacks on voting machines or e-voting).*

• **Vulnerabilities:** Emerging practices which create new attack opportunities *(e.g. the use of electronic voter lists for online targeting by individual candidates using insecure devices).*

• **Systemic Issues:** Emerging practices which create new incentives for cyberattacks *(e.g. the increased demand for invasive datasets created by online targeting practices) or a challenging environment *(e.g. a loss of public trust in technology).*

### 2.1 Election activities across the electoral cycle

A view of the election cycle from the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance is shown in Figure 2.2. It is shown for illustrative purposes, as there is rarely such a clear separation between discrete phases of EMB preparation. To take one example, updating electoral registration is an ongoing process that is often most intensive in the immediate pre-polling period. In the digital era, campaigning also continues throughout a parliamentary term, with online messaging from registered parties and, increasingly, by single-issue causes not formally aligned with parties.

![The electoral cycle as presented by International IDEA](image)

*Source: International IDEA*

We have therefore used five categories of activities which help explain the overlapping sequencing of EMB preparation and operation: [1] planning and logistics, training and education; [2] electoral registration; [3] campaign regulation; [4] vote counting, verification and reporting; and [5] post-election audit and challenge. The first two categories are perpetual roles for EMBs: logistics and registration are never-ending processes. Furthermore, post-election challenge includes a ‘post-mortem’ by EMBs, parliamentary authorities, and ministries of justice and equivalent, even where there is no significant legal-judicial challenge to the electoral process. The legal framework is updated as a response to challenges discovered during electoral processes, as well as encompassing international best practice (as, for instance, from this guide).

Some of the different activities within this cycle that are vulnerable to cybersecurity threats before, during and after voting are shown in Box 2.1.
## Chapter 2 Cybersecurity across the electoral cycle

### Box 2.1 Aspects of the electoral cycle vulnerable to cybersecurity risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning and logistics; training and education</th>
<th>Pre-polling</th>
<th>Polling</th>
<th>Post-polling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boundary delimitation</td>
<td>Disseminating logistical information</td>
<td>Retrieving results and electoral materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polling station placement</td>
<td>Disseminating electoral materials</td>
<td>Analysing delays and other issues in specific polling locations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment of polling station staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>Preparing election teams for future</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate/party registration/education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electoral rolls and registration</th>
<th>Pre-polling</th>
<th>Polling</th>
<th>Post-polling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compiling rolls</td>
<td>Verification of voters</td>
<td>Domestic and overseas turnout calculation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking for ineligibility or duplication</td>
<td>Electronic voter roll systems</td>
<td>Assessment of issues in vulnerable communities based on surveys - e.g. disabled, minority, indigenous, rural groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding/verifying voters</td>
<td>Providing unverified voters with appeal mechanisms/process information</td>
<td>Response to individual voter concerns and complaints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting dates for final pre-election registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-ordinating with local authorities (where necessary)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campaign regulation</th>
<th>Pre-polling</th>
<th>Polling</th>
<th>Post-polling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement of campaigning rules online</td>
<td>Monitoring inappropriate restrictions of information, such as internet switch-off</td>
<td>Reporting of all electoral competences, such as campaign spend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversight of electoral rolls provided to candidates and parties.</td>
<td>Monitoring and reporting of electoral incidents at polling stations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring for fake electoral information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vote counting, verification and reporting</th>
<th>Pre-polling</th>
<th>Polling</th>
<th>Post-polling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postal vote tallies, summary data and verification</td>
<td>Ensuring secure voting machines and infrastructure</td>
<td>Investigation of electoral abnormalities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration of proxy voters or special arrangements</td>
<td>Ensuring functional verification</td>
<td>Maintaining secrecy of ballot, for example, internet voting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards for results feeds to media and individuals</td>
<td>Tabulation and transmission</td>
<td>Securely aggregating votes, for example, by district.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensuring integrity of backup procedures</td>
<td>Using results for future planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audit and challenge; legal reform; best practice adoption</th>
<th>Pre-polling</th>
<th>Polling</th>
<th>Post-polling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citizen/candidate facing verification of registration</td>
<td>Compromise of observers, monitoring and observation systems</td>
<td>Case management system for electoral irregularities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counteracting disinformation about logistics</td>
<td>Electoral court, recall of candidates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                     |             |                     |

---

### Pre-polling

- **Planning and logistics; training and education**
  - Boundary delimitation
  - Polling station placement
  - Recruitment of polling station staff
  - Candidate/party registration/education
  - Procurement

### Polling

- **Disseminating logistical information**
- **Disseminating electoral materials**

### Post-polling

- **Retrieving results and electoral materials**
- **Analysing delays and other issues in specific polling locations**
- **Preparing election teams for future**

### Electoral rolls and registration

- **Compiling rolls**
- **Checking for ineligibility or duplication**
- **Adding/verifying voters**
- **Setting dates for final pre-election registration**
- **Co-ordinating with local authorities (where necessary)**

### Campaign regulation

- **Enforcement of campaigning rules online**
- **Oversight of electoral rolls provided to candidates and parties.**
- **Monitoring for fake electoral information**

### Vote counting, verification and reporting

- **Postal vote tallies, summary data and verification**
- **Registration of proxy voters or special arrangements**
- **Standards for results feeds to media and individuals**

### Audit and challenge; legal reform; best practice adoption

- **Citizen/candidate facing verification of registration**
- **Compromise of observers, monitoring and observation systems**
- **Counteracting disinformation about logistics**

---

---

---
2.2 Overarching features of direct threats

At a technical level, cybersecurity attacks are usually concerned with:

- breaching the **confidentiality** of systems and exposing information to those not intended to see it;
- undermining the **integrity** of systems and disrupting the accuracy, consistency or trustworthiness of information being processed; and/or
- affecting the **availability** of systems and rendering them offline, unusable or non-functional.

All of these characteristics or attacks might play out in an **indiscriminate** manner (e.g. revealing, corrupting or disrupting all information and systems) or in a **targeted** manner (e.g. only leaking data from certain candidates or disrupting systems in certain locations). An example of a targeted confidentiality attack can be seen in Box 2.2.

During the 2016 US presidential election, a large volume of confidential email messages was stolen from the Democratic National Committee and later published via WikiLeaks, by what the US intelligence community assessed was the Russian military intelligence agency GRU. Some of the messages were so embarrassing to senior party staff that they resulted in resignations, angry recriminations between supporters of candidates Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders, and weeks of negative media coverage. The same group successfully infiltrated systems of the Illinois state election board, stealing ‘information about 500,000 voters, including names, addresses, partial Social Security numbers, dates of birth and driver’s license numbers’.5

**Box 2.2 Targeted confidentiality attacks on political parties and campaigns**

Because the internet is a global network, attacks can come from anywhere, with their origins disguised. Even well-managed systems with regularly updated software and the careful use of security tools such as firewalls and anti-virus software can be vulnerable. Attackers are constantly finding new weaknesses in software and systems that allow them to gain unauthorised access, to read and even change data, or to block access to the systems by authorised users. Attackers also look for opportunities to find and even introduce weaknesses into components and systems supplied to electoral authorities, with one USA intelligence report stating:

> Russian General Staff Main Intelligence Directorate actors ... executed cyber espionage operations against a named U.S. company in August 2016, evidently to obtain information on elections-related software and hardware solutions. ... The actors likely used data obtained from that operation to ... launch a voter registration-themed spear-phishing campaign targeting U.S. local government organizations.6

The report concluded that data obtained from an e-voting vendor would be used to trick local government employees into opening infected documents that would enable full, remote control of those computers.

All parts of the modern electoral cycle are characterised by a complex set of networked applications, systems and infrastructures. Electoral systems interface directly and indirectly with other national and international infrastructure, from ID databases to office software, all of which are increasingly managed in modular ways, with data flows and software updates which are difficult to monitor.7

Electoral systems are so important, they are likely to be candidates for targets using types of attacks that normal businesses may not face. In 2018, the European Council expressed ‘serious concern about the increased ability and willingness of third countries and non-state actors to pursue their objectives by undertaking malicious cyber activities’.8 This means that cyber-defence strategies that are adopted routinely by normal business actors are unlikely to suffice for critical electoral systems.

For example, while systems are particularly vulnerable to attack when they are connected to the internet, ‘air-gapped’ systems (which are physically isolated from unsecured networks) are not immune to threats. They may still be accessed physically - by authorised staff or in
polling stations, by voters - or compromised by pre-installed software or update processes. Such attack forms are more costly, but are unlikely to deter a determined state actor.

As electoral systems are valuable targets, they also require readiness for the use of costly technical attacks. So-called zero-day vulnerabilities are named as such because the vendor or system designer has zero days of notice: this will be the first time they have seen this particular bug or loophole being used. Zero-day vulnerabilities are valuable for attackers and hoarded by state actors, and are mostly only used for attacks with high potential payoffs. For some attackers, these might include key democratic processes and critical infrastructure. Similarly, hardware attacks by state actors might make use of foreign control of manufacturing and supply chains and the difficulty of checking systems such as computer chips for hardware designed to leak information or compromise systems.9

Yet both state and non-state actors can engage in electoral interference. It does not require sophistication, technical expertise nor access to resources to procure cybercrime services in online marketplaces, where malicious actors can obtain the means to carry out distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks (the malicious flooding of web traffic from multiple sources to overload a system and prevent legitimate requests from being fulfilled) and malware (malicious software, including computer viruses, worms, trojan horses and spyware, among many others).

EMBs should plan particularly carefully for the cybersecurity of systems that will be used during and in the immediate run-up to elections, when successful attacks can be especially damaging. They should consider pausing non-critical software updates and patches in this period.10

Insider threats

Organisations must carefully consider cybersecurity threats from ‘insiders’ - staff, candidates and volunteers with authorised access to systems, both within political parties and within organisations such as EMBs or contractors. Political parties may be at risk of campaigners or splinter organisations acting alone and potentially illegally, such as the disinformation campaign based on stolen voter data seen in Canada in 2011 (see Box 2.3).

During and following the 2011 Canadian elections, Elections Canada, received a range of complaints concerning phone calls voters had received containing misleading information, including about the location of polling stations. These automated phone calls - or ‘robocalls’ as they are commonly called in North America - impersonated officials from the EMB and were accused of claiming that the location of polling stations had been moved due to incorrect estimations of voter turnouts. The addresses given of these polling stations were fictitious, and indeed Canada’s EMB does not use phone calls to contact voters at all to tell them about incidents such as these.

The Federal Court concluded that the phone numbers and voter contact information were taken from a database developed and maintained by Canada’s Conservative Party, and ruled that in the six districts that the complaints made concerned, these calls did meet the statutory definition of voter fraud. While the judge could have annulled the disputed results, which were in swing seats, he chose against this due to lack of evidence that the fraud had sufficiently affected the results.11 Related to this, a campaign worker for the Conservative Party was sentenced to nine months of imprisonment and twelve months of probation for violating the Elections Act by engaging in voter suppression through robocalls.12

One challenge raised by this case is that the plaintiffs had the burden of proving that the cybersecurity-related electoral integrity breach cause a swing in the votes. While the plaintiffs took the unusual step of an automated survey - a robocall to assess the impact of a robocall - to ask citizens about their experiences, the judge was unconvinced.13 EMBs must be ready to examine complex situations for evidence of the impact of cybersecurity breaches if and when they occur.

Another issue relates to the use of the datasets internally by campaign workers. Insofar as the use of the datasets in this way was illegal, it is important to consider what obligations parties have to secure their datasets against internal threats. Courts in the United Kingdom are currently assessing the extent to which the organisation holding the data, such as a political party, can be held vicariously liable for similar breaches.14 However, as discussed, political parties are not clearly governed by privacy law in Canada and so this issue did not arise in the robocalls case.
Insider attacks cannot always be totally mitigated, but it is important that such threats are modelled and considered both within and around EMBs and in political parties. EMBs must be aware, model and seek to mitigate risks of bribery and corruption, particularly as salaries for IT professionals in the public sector are often significantly lower than those in the private sector.

EMBs should work closely with existing efforts to secure government data against insiders, such as undertaking anti-fraud programmes (run by both public and private actors), should use restrictive access controls where possible and advise political parties to limit data access to only those who need it. In some cases, non-disclosure agreements with former workers in sensitive positions may also serve to help limit dissemination - although these should not be used to limit disclosures of security lapses by whistle-blowers.

In South Africa, the EMB asks the state security agency to vet key appointments, on an advisory basis. In India, people with direct database access are felt to be most security-critical and database administrators (DBAs) are subject to the highest level of security vetting. For security-critical functions, two DBAs must approve changes, while employees must also sign long-lasting non-disclosure agreements (NDAs).

Recommendation EMBs must model and mitigate the potential of insider attacks, both within their own activities and those of other electorally relevant organisations, such as political parties. Existing anti-corruption efforts, non-disclosure agreements and strong access controls are useful tools in this context.

Recommendation Individuals with reading - and especially writing and administrative - access to significant systems should be security vetted to an appropriate level. While government security agencies may carry out vetting, for independence reasons, EMBs should retain the ultimate decision as to staff appointments.

Maintaining trust

Attacks on elections can be designed to undermine the trust in electoral systems. Furthermore, regulatory responses themselves to both technology and cybersecurity issues must navigate issues of public trust.

Many of these forms of attacks are indiscriminate, intending to disrupt rather than manipulate the outcome of an election, targeting areas such as voter registration or the release of results. Common current attacks of this type affect election agency websites. In carrying out these activities, foreign adversaries generally attempt to sow doubt about the validity of an election result, rather than covertly change the result itself. Even targeting a single area of a constituency can sow doubt as to the integrity of broader election processes.

The consequences of intrusion, alleged or otherwise, can be highly damaging to public trust. For example, one Commonwealth country in Africa had to re-run presidential elections following allegations that the Elections Management System (EMS) and results transmission mechanism had been compromised, together with an annulment from its Supreme Court which found that the poll was 'neither transparent nor verifiable'. At least five people were killed in protests following the allegations by the opposition leader.

The independent status of many Commonwealth EMBs can also make it more difficult for them to make wider use of national government cybersecurity infrastructure and expertise. Even collaboration with a government cybersecurity agency may provoke suspicion, as many are associated with intelligence agencies.

The reliance on third party vendors can complicate matters further and pose supply chain and reputation risks that EMBs will need to carefully manage. Extensive reliance on foreign vendors or auditing bodies may provoke allegations of electoral interference by powers with access to these supply chains, which may be warranted or unwarranted.
Recent experience suggests that [election] technology relies on complex procedures that are liable to break down, may actually increase popular suspicion of manipulation, and encourage complacency towards traditional forms of election oversight. Given this, when considering which types of digitization are worth the cost, it is important that greater attention is paid to the limitations and unintended consequences of these new methods.

A key requirement in maintaining public trust while introducing new electoral technologies is to ensure that fall-back processes are available if technologies fail during an election. For example, if voter verification devices cannot successfully authenticate one or more voters, how can officials in polling stations do so, even at a slower pace? If results cannot be transmitted directly by results transmission systems (RTSS), can secure messaging apps on officials’ phones be used as a fall-back? And what are the security implications - and potential impact on voter confidence in outcomes - of using such systems? How can the use of these systems be observed and audited?

2.3 Planning and logistics

Ancillary IT systems are routinely employed in the planning and logistics phase of the electoral cycle. These include:

- geographic information systems (GISs) to delimit constituency boundaries; and
- modelling and aggregation tools to monitor demographics, such as population change.

These tools can inform changes such as to constituency boundaries, with significant electoral consequences. As a result, there is potential for attackers to undertake subtle manipulation of the data and results. This might happen through changing the logic of the analytic systems being deployed or by compromising points in data collection, cleaning, processing and storage.

There is (usually) a long timeframe during which the changes are publicly debated, and hence attacks on the integrity of these outputs have time to be detected before they become implemented. However, it is more likely that such attacks would seek to undermine trust in the process rather than integrity of the eventual legally binding decision. This might also occur through, for example, leaking of confidential discussions, such as releasing calculations or drafts early to create public controversy, or by providing a misleading impression of a decision process. In general, the high politicisation of re-districting in some countries could result in these interventions causing heavy damage to public trust.

**Recommendation**

EMBs should regularly audit automated systems used for electoral planning for integrity, and put in place processes to ensure documentation and assurance of the provenance of data sources being used.

In the run-up to elections, systems can also be used to support shorter-term decisions such as the location of polling stations, delivery of ballot papers, and management of staff and volunteers. There is a greater risk here of successful attacks causing problems to the smooth running of the elections. These systems may be deployed without the knowledge of an EMB, for example, if it utilises the services of a logistics contractor who draws upon decision-support software, which itself has not been directly procured by the EMB.

**Recommendation**

EMBs should be aware of and seek to mitigate cybersecurity risks involving contractors for electoral logistics, especially those with systems directly linked to the EMB.

Many Commonwealth governments can call ‘snap’ elections, and as a result EMBs may not have the lead time they expected to organise elections, including to assess and mitigate cybersecurity risks. EMBs should therefore seek to make cybersecurity threat assessment and mitigation efforts a part of their ongoing work, undertaken with more regularity than electoral cycles.
Recommendation  
Cybersecurity threat assessment and mitigation should be undertaken regularly by EMBs as part of an ongoing process, rather than in the run-up to ballot periods alone.

One innovation concerning electoral rolls is the SMS service the Election Commission of Pakistan created to help citizens check their status in electoral registration: in particular, their electoral area, block code (with which they can refer to further documents to find their polling station) and serial number. Citizens text their national identity card number to 8300, and this information is returned (from any telephone). The database underpinning this service is not connected to the internet, but on a separate circuit switched device. It was unclear whether the access to this data on the basis of a national identity card number would be useful to adversaries, although data such as a serial number is partially redacted when returned by SMS. This service received an award at the International Parliamentary Organization’s International Electoral Awards 2013.

Box 2.4 SMS look-up of polling station location in Pakistan

Almost all Commonwealth countries require voters to visit a polling station on a specific election day or days to cast their vote - either at a particular location, based on their home address, or in some countries (such as Australia), a polling station within their constituency. (Some countries allow a significant fraction of the population to cast a postal vote over a longer time period). Most countries notify voters of their allocated polling station by post, with some (such as the UK) enabling voters to look this up via a website or by mobile phone text message (for example, Pakistan, see Box 2.4) and even digital assistant (Barbados).

Electoral agencies generally have a duty to provide, or support, public information campaigns prior to elections to drive voter registration, and within elections to encourage voters to exercise their democratic rights. In this specific area, disinformation can act to prevent the electoral authorities’ message of enfranchisement from being clearly communicated to voters. Where false information is deliberately used to confuse or prevent potential voters from registering (including for residential immigrants and expatriate voters, where applicable), this can be a serious criminal offence. Disinformation can be used to convince the politically unattached to remain apathetic and not register to vote, or in any case to cast a vote. Suppressing voter turnout can be an effective political strategy and laws in, for instance, the United States have targeted voter suppression techniques.

If information services provided by EMBs are hit by a denial-of-service attack, or false information returned, this could reduce the turnout of affected voters - perhaps in areas known to favour specific parties. There have been cases where disinformation has been spread online or by automated calling about the location and timing of polling stations (see, for example, Box 2.3 on Canada and robocalling, above), and of the eligibility of groups of voters more likely to vote for specific candidates.

Recommendation  
Information about polling locations should be delivered from EMBs to voters in a secure and robust manner, with monitoring of the veracity and timeliness of information provided.

2.4 Electoral rolls

Democracies’ electoral registers list all eligible voters and also inform broader administration and planning questions for polling days, such as how many voters to expect at each polling station.

Registers are managed in different ways. In some Commonwealth countries, the electoral registration process is separate from other government tasks (e.g. the UK), where it is the voter’s responsibility to register themselves anew when they move or become eligible to vote. Some countries operate mixed systems. In Canada, voters can choose to opt out of the shared electoral list at the cost of having to register before each election directly. European Union member states, such as Malta and Cyprus, have an opt-in system due at least in part to the potential for European citizens to register to vote in local or European elections in the member state in which they reside. In Pakistan, data from the national ID system is used to populate the electoral roll, although this is done using two separate systems, with the EMB
having specific responsibility for the electoral roll and permitted to make changes which diverge from general government databases.

Furthermore, different members manage electoral rolls at different devolved levels. Some Commonwealth countries give significant authority for roll management to local entities, such as Bangladesh, Cameroon and the UK, while others, such as Botswana, India and Solomon Islands, take a more centralised approach. Seventy-seven (77) per cent of the respondent Commonwealth countries adopt a centralised voter register. Figure 2.3 shows the full breakdown across high-income, middle- and low-income and small island developing countries. A national registration database may populate local databases at regular intervals, local databases might be compiled into regional or national databases, or there can be a mixture of both systems.¹⁹
Centralised versus decentralised voter registers in **small island developing** Commonwealth countries

- Centralised: 83%
- Decentralised: 17%

Centralised versus decentralised voter registers in **other low- and middle-income** Commonwealth countries

- Centralised: 63%
- Decentralised: 38%

Centralised versus decentralised voter registers in **high-income** Commonwealth countries

- Centralised: 83%
- Decentralised: 17%

*Figure 2.3 Centralised vs decentralised voter registers in respondent Commonwealth countries*

In many Commonwealth countries, copies of the electoral roll are legally permitted to be provided to *bona fide* campaigns, parties, candidates and representatives. In some members,
this roll is open to scrutiny from the public in designated locations, such as local authority offices, and those on the roll may have opted in or out from a commercially available version of the register.

Political parties are potential cybersecurity targets due to their privileged access to voter data. For example, in the UK, parties and relevant third parties are eligible for copies of the electoral register for electoral purposes. Similar provisions exist in Australia, Canada and Pakistan, among many other Commonwealth countries. These datasets, containing the names and addresses of the majority of citizens, are of high commercial value and potential sensitivity, and there are often, but not always, significant restrictions related to their downstream use by political parties. Consequently, they are valuable targets.

Insider leaks might also involve candidates using voter data illegally - for example, as was seen in Canada where party databases were abused to run automated calls to voters impersonating an electoral authority and providing false ballot booth locations (see Box 2.3, above). In other countries, the electoral register is a public document - in Ghana's case, it is available on the EMB website - but confidential voter information, particularly biometric data such as fingerprints, is not included.

Defending against attacks on the confidentiality of the register is made particularly challenging when the roll is not only in the hands of the EMB and, consequently, it may be at its most vulnerable further downstream. Mexico's Instituto Nacional Electoral (INE) filed criminal charges after an unprotected database of 90 million voter registration records was found hosted on Amazon Web Services. The institute suspected the data had been leaked by one of the political parties, which are given copies. An investigation showed the database had been accessed 2,400 times from 14 internet protocol (IP) addresses. The national Electoral Court fined the Movimiento Ciudadano party and two individuals 34 million pesos (£1.4m) for the leak.

To limit the opportunities for misuse of electoral registers, some Commonwealth countries limit the information that is made public. In Malaysia, only the last four digits of voters' national identification numbers are included in the published register. In the UK, voters can opt out of their records being included in the full public register, appearing instead only in a restricted register used for election purposes and a limited number of other functions, such as credit referencing. They may also object in writing to political party use of their data.

In India, there has been controversy over the publication of a machine-readable form of the register, which already has voter photos and home addresses removed. In Antigua and Barbuda, the law has blocked police requests for use of the EMB fingerprint database. Following the 2015 leak in Mexico, the INE limited the information shared with parties to the names of registered voters. The investigation of that leak was aided by the inclusion of ‘fingerprinting’ data in the copy of the register shared.

Where the law allows voter registers to be provided to a political party, it often also allows it to be provided to a candidate independently. This is important for ensuring that non-affiliated candidates without parties can operate on a level playing field in an election with larger political machineries. However, such individuals are unlikely to have the capacity required to secure data to an acceptable level and may be more vulnerable to ‘phishing’ and other attacks aimed at stealing these documents. Some Commonwealth countries, such as Pakistan, seek to limit threats such as these by only distributing the register to candidates in paper form where possible, therefore limiting its existence in digital form.

Commonwealth countries without data protection or privacy laws which apply effectively to political entities (see Chapter 3, section 3.4 Privacy and data protection, and Box 1.5, above) are in a particularly challenging situation, as these entities may not have sufficient incentives or expertise in security practices in order to protect provided data more generally. Where there is a detected breach, there may be no obligation to report to a regulator or to the EMB, and thus no opportunity to manage the potential electoral fallout that might result. Without
clear data breach reporting requirements, it is also highly possible that a breach may not be detected by the organisation in question.

**Recommendation**  
An independent agency, such as a data protection authority (DPA), should have competences over the privacy and security of electoral data, including its processing, storage and transformation into derivative data by political parties.

**Recommendation**  
EMBs should take steps to ensure that only electoral roll data necessary for the intended purposes of use are transmitted to authorised actors, in a format which does not encourage inappropriate reuse or dissemination and including fingerprinting data to facilitate the tracing of data breaches.

Electoral rolls can become highly politicised, and as a consequence ensuring their integrity is of paramount important to the integrity of the election as a whole.

**Issues around the integrity of electoral rolls predominantly concern:**
- the addition of non-eligible voters;
- the non-removal of non-eligible voters (e.g. the deceased or duplicate records); and/or
- the removal, failure to register or record corruption of eligible voters.

This might happen in ways that are targeted to disrupt the election, such as in swing regions, or to enable a specific pattern of voting fraud, or it might happen in an indiscriminate manner designed to undermine trust in the electoral roll and the EMB more generally.

Some Commonwealth countries check electoral roll data against government datasets such as central population registries, births and deaths or tenancy records in order to remove ineligible voters or for auto-enrolment purposes. One electoral observer told us: ‘There are some countries where the range of datasets being used to compile the register is so vast that there are long discussions about what takes precedence when there is an apparent conflict. Often this results in a political decision being taken to seek to benefit one party or another’.

National digital identities are becoming the basis of electoral rolls in some Commonwealth countries, such as Pakistan (see Box 2.5). Mauritius has an annual household door-to-door canvas, and the Ministry of IT has designed an ‘information highway’ to link government agencies, which the EMB can use to check registrations against the civil registry. South Africa has a national population registry managed by the Ministry of Home Affairs and each citizen is issued with an identity number at birth. Hospitals report births and deaths, while access to all public services requires an ID number. For registration, the ID number is collected through the use of an electronic device and the details and citizen status of the person checked against the national population register. Voter registration is voluntary, but checked against the population registry, and voters can verify their registration online (via website, SMS and/or an app) and check their polling station details. Voters can also view and change their address details online.

While the UK does not have a national identity scheme, its Electoral Commission is exploring other mechanisms for automatic voter registration. Elsewhere, in The Netherlands, local municipalities maintain a population register which includes each resident’s right to vote. This is used to send every eligible voter an invitation to vote before each election, along with details of their polling station.30

Pakistan’s National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) has supported the Election Commission of Pakistan to verify unique voters via the National Citizen Database. Following political controversy surrounding the electoral roll, computerised national identity cards (CNICs) (which have 100 per cent coverage of all Pakistani households) are now required to vote. NADRA currently hosts the electoral roll, although the Election Commission is seeking to migrate from NADRA premises and gain infrastructural oversight given the constitutional independence of the electoral system. In terms of external attacks, NADRA is predominantly concerned about defending the integrity of the data from foreign actors, particularly those who want to insert fake data into the database - a concern that aligns with that of the Election Commission.
These approaches bring trade-offs that need to be carefully navigated. They may increase the integrity of the electoral roll through data cleaning and validation exercises. On the other hand, they increase the opportunities for successful attacks, as there are more data sources feeding into the electoral roll processes, and an undetected loss of integrity in any of these systems may result in a loss of integrity in the roll more generally.

Attempts to avoid fraud in the electoral roll might end up disenfranchising voters. The infamous United States ‘Crosscheck’ system was used to strike off alleged fraudulent voters, until the system was stopped from operating in certain parts of the US on the basis of an injunction from a Federal Court amid concerns about its constitutionality. And a number of African opposition parties have alleged that governments have made it harder for their supporters to obtain national identity documents or otherwise register to vote, by locating registration centres far from areas where they are most popular.

Recommendation  EMBs and their cybersecurity partners should identify all avenues, actors and systems which feed into and are informed by the electoral roll(s), and should map out security threats and capacities, contact points and regular procedures to check for data and system integrity.

Recommendation  The master copy of the electoral roll(s) should not be connected to public networks and should only be updated with additional information in accordance with procedures designed to ensure the integrity and provenance of the new information.

Recommendation  When engaging in data cleaning or validation, the responsible agency should keep complete tamperproof logs of all changes made and use technologies which allow such logging. This allows for detection of integrity issues and specific rollbacks if such issues are discovered.

Availability issues might affect registration systems for voting, voter validation systems (for example, the SMS service operated in Pakistan to allow voters to check their registration status) or the availability of parts of the electoral roll for downstream processes, such as the creation of pollbooks.

The frequency and means of update to the electoral roll varies significantly across Commonwealth countries, with particular consequences for expectations of availability. Registration methods include automatic, in-person, post, fax and online. The UK provides a Register to Vote website, which sends a completed form to the applicant’s local Electoral Registration Officer to add to the electoral roll once the application has been validated. South Africa’s 1996 Constitution required a national common voters’ roll to be created quickly. The Electoral Commission scanned voters’ identity document barcodes and used this to retrieve name and voter status from the National Population Register. In only six days, 18.1 million of the 18.4 million applicants were successfully enrolled.

Electronic pollbooks might promise same-day registration, even up to polling day, but such expectations of immediacy can amplify the effects of any availability attacks, which might scupper citizens’ last-minute attempts at registration. The UK was affected by an availability incident shortly before an extremely controversial referendum (see Box 2.6), which led to public concern and parliamentary action to change the voter registration deadline.

The UK saw a highly publicised availability incident in 2016, as the voter registration system was unavailable prior to the deadline. The parliament stated that the loss of functionality of the election registration system just prior to the deadline during intense public demand had ‘indications of being a DDoS [distributed denial of service] “attack”’, although government agencies called it a ‘self-DDoS’. Because the vote was a referendum and not a general election, parliament was sitting and, as a result, could vote to extend the registration deadline. If this had been a general election, parliament would have been dissolved and could not have extended the deadline in such a manner, with unclear implications for the vote.

Recommendation  EMBs and their cybersecurity partners should ensure providers, domain and hosting services for any online registration are easily contactable, identify
periods where availability is critical (e.g. near electoral deadlines) and should designate a specific team or individual as responsible to respond to system issues.

**Recommendation** EMBs should prepare and practise backup procedures where availability attacks on critical systems might disrupt electoral processes.

### 2.5 Campaigning

Political parties are increasingly taking advantage of the highly targeted advertising capabilities offered by social media platforms to share their election messages, but are also following their potential voters - who across the Commonwealth, spend increasing amounts of time online. One significant challenge concerning online campaigning surrounds the **systemic incentives for insecurity** built into online advertising infrastructures today.

Advertising online is primarily carried out on the internet and on mobile applications. In both, there is a range of more ‘open’ advertising opportunities, such banner ads, which any website or application can embed within its service; and advertising on closed platforms controlled by a few concentrated market actors, such as Facebook, Twitter or Google, which are displayed within those platforms. Both types of campaigning are highly data intensive.

General targeted advertisements are often run through a process called ‘real-time bidding’, which consists of an auction for ad placements that is programmatically executed in the milliseconds before a webpage or app loads an advert. This process, in short, sees a browser or application transmit data about the user to an advertising exchange, which passes it on to hundreds or even thousands of agents working for a potential advertiser. The task of these agents is to assess whether the person is ‘worth’ spending the money to deliver the advert to - for example, if they are likely to click on it or spend time viewing it. To do this, they use a process called ‘enrichment’, where the data provided to advertising platforms is passed to a ‘data management platform’ - whose job it is to combine amassed data of their own, prediction systems and the data of customers (such as political parties) together. 34

This data management platform - an example of which is Cambridge Analytica (see Box 2.7) - will cross-reference the device data with their own data, and provide a profile back to the advertisers’ agent, who will place a bid. Only those agents with access to large amounts of data can effectively compete in this process, creating strong incentives to work with data management platforms who obtain data illicitly or even illegally. If they do not, then the actors who do will likely be more effective in the market.

**Cambridge Analytica** and **Aggregate IQ** were political consultancies with international operations that became controversial largely as a result of the 2016 UK referendum on European Union membership. One of their functions was as an organisation which accumulated data on individuals and built and applied predictive models to them in order to serve the most easily influenced individuals heavily targeted campaign messages. These messages would be aimed to influence individuals to: i) turn out to vote; ii) remain at home; or iii) to change their mind about their voting preference.

A firm such as Cambridge Analytica and its subcontractors requires data to build a targeting model, and data of individuals to apply that targeting model to. They also need types of identifying information which allow them to target users online. Platforms like Facebook allow email addresses to be uploaded and targeted. On the internet and apps more generally, these companies can act as **data management platforms**, helping advertisers identify and profile visitors to websites with embedded tracking and placing high enough bids on the targeted audience to win the right to show banner ads through real-time bidding.

In the United Kingdom, the use of services rendered by Aggregate IQ and Cambridge Analytica was legally contentious for a number of reasons:

- the firm(s) used data obtained through a Facebook plugin created by the University of Cambridge, which scraped data on the friends of those who installed it without their knowledge;

- the firm(s) inferred political opinions of individuals without their explicit consent, which was a violation of the Data Protection Act 1998;
the firm(s) were unco-operative with the data protection regulators, the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), refusing to acknowledge its powers or jurisdiction over the data held;

- the activities associated with the firm(s) were funded in a way that was found by the Electoral Commission to breach the law; and

- the firms involved were internationally spread through a complicated corporate structure, such as through affiliated actors in Delaware and Canada, seemingly designed to promote opacity and reduce legal liability.

This case resulted in extensions to the powers of the Information Commissioner’s Office and highlighted the need for international co-operation and consideration of jurisdiction in the intersection of data protection and electoral law. Furthermore, the firms raised more general questions about the acceptability of the role of opaque, highly granular profiling and targeting within electoral processes.


### Attacks on parties and candidates

The Canadian Communications Security Establishment reported ‘[c]yber threat actors use cyber tools to target the websites, e-mail, social media accounts, and the networks and devices of political parties, candidates, and their staff’.\(^35\) (Canada’s intelligence agencies also detected six countries attempting to interfere with political party activity in the 2019 general election via in-person activities.\(^36\) The United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre has highlighted three types of attacks aimed at political parties in the 2019 European elections,\(^37\) which it states are the three ‘most common’ in recent years:\(^38\)

1. **Hack and leak** attacks aim to steal sensitive information from parties and/or candidates in order to leak it in an attempt to embarrass or discredit those campaigning.

2. **Hack and post** attacks attempt to gain access to the information dissemination infrastructure of parties to, for example, post misleading or damaging false information to websites, social media accounts or mailing lists.

3. **Insider leaks** are also possible, where motivated insiders share private information from, for example, private messaging groups, in order to create personally advantageous situations within a party.

Parties are increasingly highly selective in targeting voters with specific messages during the campaign and ‘get out the vote’ efforts on polling day - so a successful attack on the integrity of their voter profiles could also be damaging to those efforts.

Attacks may be attempting to gain access to valuable data assets provided by law, such as electoral rolls (on confidentiality of electoral rolls, see above). Where this is the case, security of political parties is directly connected to the confidentiality of electoral data.

---

‘Hacker-for-hire’ Andrés ‘Sepúlveda’s team installed malware in routers in the headquarters of the [Mexican] PRD candidate, which let him tap the phones and computers of anyone using the network, including the candidate. He took similar steps against PAN’s Vázquez Mota. When the candidates’ teams prepared policy speeches, Sepúlveda had the details as soon as a speechwriter’s fingers hit the keyboard. Sepúlveda saw the opponents’ upcoming meetings and campaign schedules before their own teams did.’\(^39\)
However, more generally, attacks on political parties can undermine the fairness of the election as a whole, with likely spillover effects on voters’ perceptions of the electoral machinery and legitimacy of the outcome as a whole. And many parties (and especially candidates in primaries yet to receive party support) have limited technological capability, outsourcing much of their data processing - even in the United States.

**Recommendation**

EMBs should ensure the availability of cybersecurity training for political parties, in collaboration with national actors best placed (and seen as legitimate) to deliver such training.

### 2.6 Voting

During an election period, all eligible voters must be able to cast their vote according to the election rules - and ineligible and duplicate votes must be rejected. This means that election officials need mechanisms to check the eligibility of voters to cast a ballot, and to ensure all ballots are included in the final tally. Furthermore, most countries have rules protecting the secrecy of the result until the voting period ends, to prevent early votes influencing later voters.

In this section, we consider the verification of the voter and the casting of the vote separately, in a cybersecurity context. In the next section, we consider the counting and communications of results. The whole process from voting to results announcement in South Africa is shown below in Figure 2.4 (source: Electoral Commission of South Africa).

![Figure 2.4 South Africa’s voting, counting and results announcement process](image)

**Voter verification**

During polling, election officials check that an individual is eligible to cast a vote at a specific polling station, before issuing them with a ballot paper or allowing them to use a voting machine. In most countries, this is on the basis of a check against a printed register or ‘polling book’ (or ‘pollbook’), against which valid voters are marked off. In some countries, such as Pakistan, these registers also include voter photographs based on other state records, such as national identity documents.
Some jurisdictions (such as in 41 of the United States of America, and the District of Columbia), use electronic pollbooks, which can be networked to enable voters to choose a polling place on election day and allow voters to register right up to the election. However, this means the availability of the pollbook system, including any communications links required, is critical to allowing voters to be authenticated. As a backup, EMBs using such systems should ensure a printed list of all eligible voters is sent beforehand to each polling place or that this can be prepared and distributed very quickly. Polling stations in general should have a substantial supply of provisional paper ballots (or equivalent voting machine mechanisms) for those voters that cannot be authenticated in a timely fashion.43

Identity document requirements

Not all Commonwealth countries require proof of identity at the polling station. In the UK (outside Northern Ireland), identification is not generally required, but ballot papers can later be removed from a count if the eligibility of the voter they are linked to is successfully challenged, since a serial number on ballot paper counterfoils can in such circumstances be used to identify a specific paper.44 The UK government elected in December 2019 has confirmed plans to introduce a voter ID requirement for elections.45 Dominica is introducing a voter registration card, because the number of registered voters is greater than the population.

In other countries, such as India, Trinidad and Tobago, and South Africa, a mechanism to prevent duplicate voting is for voters to mark a specific finger or fingernail with an indelible ink that will take several days to disappear, as shown in Figure 2.5.46

![Image](image)

Figure 2.5 Indelible ink mark made on a South African voter’s thumbnail during the 2009 election

The benefits of requiring voter identification at polling stations are not always clear. One EMB interviewee told us such measures are aimed at improving voters’ perceptions of election trustworthiness, rather than actually reducing fraud.

There have been concerns in some countries that minority groups which already under-participate in polls are less likely to possess proof of identity and will therefore be further disadvantaged. In UK trials in May 2019, between 0.03 and 0.7 per cent of voters turned away for lack of ID did not return to vote. In two areas, there was a correlation between the proportion of each ward’s population with an Asian background and the number of turned-away voters.47
Given extremely low levels of impersonation fraud in previous UK elections, there were criticisms of the government’s plan to mandate the requirement across the country from equality advocates and from the opposition, with one Member of Parliament (MP) claiming the requirements were an attempt ‘to suppress voting, and ... designed deliberately to hit the poorest hardest’. 48

In the United States, a recent large-scale study concluded voter ID laws ‘have no negative effect on registration or turnout, overall, or for any group defined by race, gender, age, or party affiliation’, but ‘have no effect on fraud either - actual or perceived’. 49 One follow-up study suggested there was some evidence that increased voter mobilisation efforts by the Democratic Party in affected areas counteracted a negative turnout impact of voter ID requirements, although this was rejected as an explanation by the first study. 50

**Biometric authentication**

Globally, multiple voting by individuals remains a serious problem for elections. 51 A number of Commonwealth countries, notably Cameroon, Ghana, Jamaica, Samoa and Pakistan, have used biometric authentication devices to verify the fingerprints or other physiological characteristic of voters at polling stations, registered prior to the election, and to prevent duplicate voter registrations. If connected, these machines can also prevent duplicate voting during polling by individuals - but this brings its own reliability and security risks.

Thirty-five (35) per cent of the respondent Commonwealth countries make use of biometric ID for voter authentication. A breakdown of the proportion of Commonwealth countries (across high-income, middle- and low-income, and small island developing groups) who employ biometric identification, or other identifiers based on government data sources is included in Figure 2.6. The case of Pakistan is described in Box 2.8. While such devices can more accurately recognise individuals than election officials, they still have some levels of ‘false positives’ (where an individual is wrongly accepted) and ‘false negatives’ (where an individual is wrongly rejected).

A review by Cheeseman et al. concluded ‘as a rough rule, biometric registration has tended to work better than biometric verification, simply because the time pressure is so much more intense when millions of voters have to be processed in a single day’. This was apparent in Chad in 2016, where the new register apparently eliminated much double registration, but actual voting was still chaotic. In Kenya’s 2013 elections, a new biometric registration process worked relatively well, producing a register that appeared to have been more transparent than any previous one – although voter identification machinery failed at some point in more than 50 per cent of polling stations. 52 But despite biometric registration, multiple registration still happened in Somaliland in 2008 (since the EMB ‘did not use the automatic fingerprint recognition software for reasons related to its cost and organizational problems’ 53) and in 700,000 cases in the Democratic Republic of Congo in 2011. 54

Specific biometric technologies can also work less well for some groups - for example, fingerprint recognition often has difficulty with elderly people and manual workers’ reduced fingerprints. 55

**During by-elections in September 2017, one Pakistan constituency (NA-120, Lahore) was chosen to test 100 biometric verification machines. These machines do not allow voting themselves, but are designed to assist polling booth staff with the verification task. All voters eligible to vote in this constituency had photographs stored against their identification cards; however, approximately 9 percent did not have fingerprints stored by the National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) provided to the Election Commission. Both photograph and fingerprints (where available) were loaded onto these devices, which were procured in 2017 from a Pakistani firm, Secure Tech. Because this was a pilot scheme, these devices were not used to replace normal procedures at the polling booths selected. Instead, voters presented to the machines after placing their vote and were asked to take part in the trial.**

**In the Pakistani context, there is a lack of evidence in the existence of the specific problem that biometric authentication is designed to solve. In the general elections 2018, where no biometric systems were used, there were no complaints to the Election Commission concerning voter identification issues. Indeed, there used to be a challenge because political pressure meant that it was optional for women to have photographs on voter lists, which would cause problems for the**
Election Commission’s preferred mode of verification and would have proved an area of controversy concerning allegations of fake votes. This, however, was remedied, and now photographs are obligatory for all on the voter lists. Yet there was considerable wariness of using biometric verification machines with no clear problem identified, particularly following controversies in Kenya and Nigeria concerning these machines.


**Box 2.8 Biometric voter verification trials in Pakistan**

In particular, the adoption of biometric identification increases the risk of an attack designed to disrupt elections by misclassifying voters and turning them away. Such incidents might be a result of unintended failures, as well as direct attacks on software (such as through updates or corrupting databases upstream) or hardware or interfaces (such as battery or connectivity failures). And, one study in an African Commonwealth country using biometric voter verification in 2012 found:

In polling stations with a randomly assigned election observer, [biometric identification] machines were about 50 per cent less likely to experience breakdown as they were in polling stations without observers. We also find that electoral competition in the parliamentary race is strongly associated with machine breakdown. Machine malfunction in turn facilitated election fraud, including overvoting and ballot stuffing, especially where election observers were not present.56

**Recommendation**  
EMBs using biometric authentication should ensure all eligible voters are easily able to register and vote.

**Recommendation**  
Given the potential cybersecurity implications of requiring biometric or other electronic identification systems, EMBs should gather a clear evidence base on the impact on fraud, turnout and system impact, particularly among marginalised communities.
Figure 2.6 Use of biometric identification by respondent EMBs
In 2018, the Malawi Electoral Commission (MEC) introduced the use of a biometric voter registration system to enhance the efficiency of its registration process and to ensure the accuracy of its voter register.

One of the kits used to register voters (comprising a laptop, fingerprint scanner and a camera) went missing in September 2018 and was later retrieved from a train in Mozambique. The media was awash with reports involving missing registration kits, together with cases of duplicate records on the voter register. Rumours circulated on social media that the missing kit had been stolen and was being used to compromise the integrity of Malawi’s elections process.

The MEC made various statements and released press releases explaining that nothing sinister had underlined these reports; that the kit had simply been lost in transit and that because of the way in which the kits had been programmed, no-one could gain access to voter data.

The Centre for Multiparty Democracy (CMD) in Malawi, which comprised representatives of all the political parties, commissioned an independent audit of the incident. Digital forensics confirmed that the system at the commission was not compromised in any way and that the data was intact. A copy of the statement issued and signed by members of CMD was circulated to the members so that they could fully appreciate the findings.

The multistakeholder dialogue following the incident proved vital in restoring stakeholder trust in the electoral process. The MEC has since continued to engage certified IT experts to ensure that MEC information technology systems are up to date and not compromised.

### Box 2.9 Stolen biometric voter registration kit in Malawi

#### Vote casting

Most Commonwealth countries - 88 per cent of respondents - require voters to hand mark ballot papers in a physically concealed location in a polling station near their home, or at an embassy or consulate, before placing completed papers in a locked ballot box. Figure 2.6 shows the types of voting seen across country groupings in respondents. Using pencil/pen and paper obviously minimises cybersecurity risks.

Secret ballots reduce the pressure being put on voters to cast their vote for a specific candidate, since they cannot prove afterwards to third parties how they have done so. While over a century old, this mechanism remains critical to fair elections and good governance, since ‘multiparty politics in counterfeit democracies often resembles a competitive plutocracy, in which power is wielded by the wealthy’ - the rich buy electoral races and governments divert funds to buy votes - ‘and poorer citizens rarely secure high political office’.57

To protect ballot secrecy, voters are required not to take photographs of their ballot paper - although this has become more of a challenge for election officials given the modern prevalence of smartphone cameras. (Many countries allow some or all voters to cast votes by post or a nominated proxy, particularly those who will be away from polling stations at election time.)

Some Commonwealth countries, notably India and Bangladesh, use machines in polling stations to record votes from some or all voters. A breakdown of the different types of voting employed across respondent Commonwealth countries is included in Figure 2.1. India’s experience with electronic voting machines is described in Box 2.10.
incumbents, as well as eliminating votes rejected because they were incorrectly marked. Turnout of vulnerable voters increased.\textsuperscript{58}

Following concerns about EVM reliability and fraud, in 2011 the Indian Supreme Court ordered the Electoral Commission to consider whether EVMs should produce a voter verifiable paper audit trail (VVPAT) that could be used to check machine counts, ordering in 2013 that these should be introduced.\textsuperscript{59} VVPATs were developed and trialled in the 2014 general election, with their use gradually extended to all assembly and general elections. For the 2019 general election, the court ordered that the VVPAT results should be checked against the totals recorded by the EVM for five randomly selected machines per assembly segment, a five-fold increase over the previous Electoral Commission plan of checking 4,125 machine results. The commission estimated this would delay the announcement of results by around four hours.\textsuperscript{60}

So-called ‘direct recording electronic’ (DRE) voting machines have been used in a number of jurisdictions around the world. Unlike India’s custom-designed machines, many of these systems use specialised software running on general-purpose computers, usually with a Windows or Linux operating system, with some specialised hardware attached.

The United States is an example of a country with an extreme diversity of vote casting and counting machines, which are managed by individual counties, as shown in Figure.\textsuperscript{61} Recent analysis by Politico has shown that of the 596 states (with centralised processes) and counties (with county-run processes) using paperless voting machines tracked, 84 planned to replace them; 82 were in the process of doing so; 35 had completed the switch; 193 had no plans to do so; and 202 did not respond to inquiries.\textsuperscript{62}
DRE systems can instantly tally all votes cast when polls are closed and transmit them electronically to central counting points via mobile data, internet connectivity or other means (such as satellite links in rural areas with limited connectivity). They also eliminate the cost of printing and distributing ballot papers and can provide accessibility support to visually impaired and other voters. However, they can suffer from all of the cybersecurity risks familiar to internet users, even when carefully configured and operated. It also therefore makes them vulnerable to accusations of hacking, even if they are actually secure, potentially impacting voter trust. They are expensive to initially purchase and require ongoing technical support and upgrading.63

Polling stations using DREs should have a substantial quantity of paper emergency ballots available, so voting can continue while any faults are remedied.64

**Voter verified paper audit trails**

Because of these potential problems, a number of non-Commonwealth countries have cancelled pilots or moved away from the use of DREs in the last decade, including Ireland, the Netherlands and Germany.65 The US National Academies of Sciences now recommends: ‘All local, state, and federal elections should be conducted using human-readable paper ballots by the 2020 presidential election’.66 Retaining paper ballots or providing a voter verified paper audit trail for voting machines (as required by India’s Supreme Court in 2013, described in Box 2.10) provides a critical backstop for forensic investigation, court judgments and ultimate public trust in election outcomes.

Even where VVPATs are produced by a machine following an electronically cast vote, the limited research that has taken place so far shows that voters take little notice of them.67,68 The US National Academies of Sciences concluded that asking voters to hand-mark ballot papers would more likely lead to their vote being recorded accurately.69

**Germany’s Constitutional Court determined in 2009:**

> The use of voting machines which electronically record the voters’ votes and electronically ascertain the election result only meets the constitutional requirements if the essential steps of the voting and of the ascertainment of the result can be examined reliably and without any specialist knowledge of the subject [...] The very wide-reaching effect of possible errors of the voting machines or of deliberate electoral fraud make special precautions necessary in order to safeguard the principle of the public nature of elections.70

**Following claims of election hacking in one African Commonwealth country in 2017:**

> the limited knowledge of many citizens and commentators regarding how digital processes actually work meant that it was extremely difficult to differentiate false claims from plausible ones. This was revealed in comical fashion when the opposition claimed to have a print-out of the log of activity on the [EMB] servers and distributed it at a press conference only for none of the media, analysts and observers present to have the skills necessary to be able to tell if it was genuine.71
### Types of voting in **small island developing** Commonwealth countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e-Voting pilot for overseas voters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic voting machines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual supported by electronic tallying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Types of voting in **other low- and middle-income** Commonwealth countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e-Voting pilot for overseas voters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic voting machines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual supported by electronic tallying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Types of voting in **high-income** Commonwealth countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e-Voting pilot for overseas voters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic voting machines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual supported by electronic tallying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2.8 Types of voting employed across respondent Commonwealth countries*
**Recommendation** Where machines are used to cast votes, EMBs should carefully consider the use of voter verified paper audit trails to enable every vote to be verified where results are disputed.

Accessibility presents an important caveat to general cybersecurity wariness about electronic machines used in vote casting. Some Commonwealth countries allow visually impaired and other specific groups of voters to make use of large print ballot papers and assistive devices to cast their votes. In the **UK**, for example, visually impaired voters can be provided with a Braille-marked tactile device - since these do not include any digital components, they do not raise cybersecurity issues (although note the importance of verifying the correct functionality of the device when acquired).

Yet regular surveys by the **UK** Royal National Institute of the Blind (RNIB) have found many of the UK’s 350,000 blind and partially sighted voters to be unhappy with the assistive devices provided, with only one in four respondents feeling they were able to vote independently and in secret in the 2017 general election. Only 1 per cent of visually impaired people use Braille.72 The RNIB is campaigning for the government to ‘Provide an online and/or telephone option for blind and partially sighted people to cast their vote independently and in secret if they aren’t able to vote at their polling station’ in time for the next general election.73

**Recommendation** EMBs should enable the use of technologies that improve the accessibility of elections for disabled people, while evaluating and carefully managing any resulting cybersecurity risks.

**Remote voting**

Remote voting has been used in a number of different countries, for reasons ranging from convenience to reaching voters who are conventionally disenfranchised in practice, such as overseas voters. Non-residents can vote in almost half of the respondent Commonwealth countries, though the figure is much lower for small island developing states (see Figure 2.9). Methods for overseas voting that have been deployed by the 115 countries worldwide that, as of 2007, had some remote voting provisions include:74

- personal voting, for example, at representations, consulates and embassies;
- postal voting;
- proxy voting;
- voting by fax; and
- internet voting (e-voting or i-voting).
Figure 2.9 Proportion of respondent Commonwealth countries where non-residents can vote
India used a hybrid model for remote voting, which it refers to as an ‘electronically transmitted postal ballot system’ (ETPBS). This service was first provided to armed forces/services voters and overseas electors, who can register online and also receive ballot papers electronically – which are then printed, completed and physically posted to returning officers. The ballot includes an encrypted QR (Quick-Response) code which can be scanned when the vote is counted.

Box 2.11 India’s electronically transmitted postal ballot system

**Recommendation** Where non-resident citizens are enfranchised, provision of online electoral information and forms for printing and returning by post present significantly lower cybersecurity risks than remote voting.

**Internet voting**

*Estonia* famously allows votes to be cast from individuals’ own computers. Very few other countries have taken this step (*Switzerland* has allowed it for cantonal votes, although Swiss Post recently suspended its system following the identification of security problems by computer scientists,\(^{76}\) and the *Netherlands* has trialled this method in the past.\(^{77}\) Estonia is unique in the level of electronic ID, smartcard readers and other infrastructure it already has in place, for the use of a whole range of government services.

Estonian voters can check how their vote has been recorded using their smartphone - reducing although not eliminating the chance it has (accidentally or deliberately) been recorded incorrectly. Voters can also cast multiple votes, with only the final vote being recorded, to reduce the opportunity for voters being pressured into voting in a specific way; 17.6 per cent of eligible voters cast their votes this way in the May 2019 European Parliament elections.\(^{78}\)

Voter verified paper audit trails generally cannot be produced with internet voting systems. To provide the levels of trust which remotely approach those of paper voting, a highly sophisticated e-ID infrastructure, such as Estonia’s, is required, for hardware-grounded trust. Such an e-ID infrastructure would likely rely on an array of cryptographic features to provide assurance, but such approaches are often difficult or impossible to retrofit onto existing ID systems not designed with these types of application in mind.

Many computer security experts have continued to caution against the inherent vulnerabilities introduced by even sophisticated online voting systems. The US National Academies of Sciences concluded in 2018:

> At the present time, the internet (or any network connected to the internet) should not be used for the return of marked ballots. Further, internet voting should not be used in the future until and unless very robust guarantees of security and verifiability are developed and in place, as no known technology guarantees the secrecy, security, and verifiability of a marked ballot transmitted over the internet.\(^{79}\)

*The topic of the practical arrangement of voting rights for Pakistani citizens has a long history of political discussion. Constitutionally, Pakistani citizens living overseas retain a right to vote, as residency is not a constitutional requirement.\(^{80}\) In 1993, a petition was filed in the Pakistani Supreme Court where a British-Pakistani law student, Yasmin Khan, sought the right to vote overseas.\(^{81}\) This petition was heard, and passed to the ministries and the Election Commission to discuss, but ultimately nothing came of it in the subsequent years. Two similar petitions were filed in 2011, calling upon the Supreme Court to issue directions to the Election Commission to prepare electoral rolls for overseas Pakistanis and to take ‘appropriate measures for making it possible for the Overseas Pakistanis to cast their vote in Pakistan consulates and embassies’.\(^{82}\) This led to a request to the Election Commission to undertake such consulate/embassy voting for the 2013 general elections; however, it was not given enough lead time to securely carry this out. The run-up to the 2018 general elections saw the passing of the Elections Act 2017, which addressed the issue in part, permitting the Election Commission to ‘conduct pilot projects for voting by Overseas Pakistanis in bye-elections to ascertain the technical efficacy, secrecy, security and financial feasibility of such voting’,\(^{83}\) without specifying the type of voting to be used.

Pakistan had already trialled voting from embassies and consulates and was aware that while this might work for Pakistani expatriates in the United Kingdom where population density allowed
strategic organisation of polling stations abroad, it would be much more challenging in places where
diplomatic infrastructure was sparser or populations were more distributed. There were also plans
concerning voting by voice - ‘tele voting with interactive voice response’ - and ‘postal ballot using
e-mail’, which were led by a parliamentary committee in 2015, but these were ultimately not pursued
further, in particular following a joint report from the Election Commission and the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs about their security and integrity flaws.\textsuperscript{84}

Pakistan then considered internet voting or ‘i-voting’, and there was some pressure to enable
overseas voting, in particular i-voting, for the general elections of 2018. However, the Elections Act
2017 only stated that pilot projects ‘may’ be run and in any case in “bye-elections”.\textsuperscript{85} The Supreme
Court determined that the constitutional right of Pakistanis overseas to vote should make these
obligatory pilot schemes rather than optional for the Election Commission, and that it should
undertake these through its rule-making powers.\textsuperscript{86} The pilot schemes need not be restricted to
internet voting; there was a mandate for many different approaches to be trialled by the Election
Commission. The Election Commission in August 2018 appealed to the Supreme Court to ask that
these voting tests be ‘pilots’ in the sense they had been for the use of biometric verification and
voting machines (see below) - that the votes should not count towards any final tally. This was
refused by the court.

As a result of this refusal, a series of by-elections that were run in October 2018 were undertaken
with overseas Pakistanis able to vote through a new ‘iVOTE’ system. The Electoral Rules were
changed in September 2018 to include details of this system, which states that the current policy for
voting by overseas Pakistanis is internet voting.\textsuperscript{87} Overseas Pakistani voters holding a NICOP
identification card, machine readable passport and with an email address, can register with these
details, face security questions and be provided with a passcode for voting before polling day. Voting
is only open on polling day, as per Pakistani law.\textsuperscript{88} The results of these ballots are to be held
separately from other votes until the Election Commission is satisfied that the ‘technical efficacy,
secrecy and security of the voting’ has been maintained. At this point, they could be included in the
consolidated results.

Internet voting would not be without hazards in Pakistan. Calculated evenly and simplistically, the
approximately 6.7 million overseas voters represent just under 20,000 individuals per constituency.
In the general elections of 2018, the authors of this report calculate that 32.6 per cent of National
Assembly constituencies had a margin of victory of under 10,000; 43 per cent had a margin of under
15,000; and 51.9 per cent had a margin of under 20,000.\textsuperscript{89} Individuals are able to vote when abroad
in their ‘permanent residency’ in Pakistan, which is an address (e.g. place of birth) which cannot be
changed, unlike their ‘temporary address’ which may be their place of residence in the country. As
a result, it is clear that overseas citizens in Pakistan have considerable political clout. Equally, a
controversy of security or integrity of the overseas ballot, when spread across the whole country,
comes with the potential to create doubt or distrust in the results of the entire election.

The software used in the i-voting scheme, iVOTE, was an in-house development of the National
Database and Registration Authority (NADRA), the agency under the Pakistani Ministry of Interior
that regulates government databases, issues and manages the identification system used in Pakistan,
and which worked with the Election Commission on the computerised electoral rolls. NADRA has
considerable experience and infrastructure for software development and has developed software
systems and processes for other Commonwealth countries, such as the Kenyan electronic passport
system, the Bangladeshi driver’s license system and the Fijian electoral management system, among
others.\textsuperscript{90}

The Election Commission first discussed i-voting with NADRA. Several types of authentication were
considered for voters, including a plug-in biometric device, given the fingerprint data and collection
infrastructure NADRA manages regarding Pakistani citizens, or authentication based on webcam data,
given that images of individuals are the main mode of verification at ballot stations in Pakistan today.
These ideas were not received well in parliament given their complexity, and particularly considering
that many Pakistanis abroad do not have webcams or laptops into which they can plug peripherals.
A large number of Pakistanis abroad are based in the Middle East and in Gulf states, and literacy
levels are low in some professions.

NADRA’s proposed solution to this was to use the numbers on machine-readable passports as a
verification method in co-ordination with a NICOP number. This was known as the remote identity
proofing (RIDP) system.\textsuperscript{91} The iVOTE system subsequently developed (in Java) was tested for three
months in-house by NADRA’s lead penetration tester as a first approach to analysing its security. The
iVOTE system was demonstrated to the Supreme Court on 12 April 2018, in a session including a
variety of political parties, computing academics from Pakistani universities, citizens and media
outlets.\textsuperscript{92}
This was followed by an external task force, the Internet Voting Task Force (IVTF), which was established by an order of the Election Commission, ‘mandated to assess the overall web-based automated system of internet voting for eligible Pakistani voters living abroad’. This task force was to audit and evaluate the system for various vulnerabilities. The task force included primarily academics and a Dubai-based firm, IT-Butler, run by a Pakistani national that the Election Commission also used for training and the seeking of international cybersecurity standards and certification. The IVTF Report that resulted from this study, which is publicly available, highlighted a range of concerns, including the following:

- **iVOTE** did not provide the ballot secrecy required in the Constitution of Pakistan and in the Elections Act 2017. This was inherent to the computational approach taken in iVOTE, rather than a failing of the software implementation.
- Voter coercion and vote buying were very possible in this system.
- A particular vulnerability was allowing users to choose their constituency within the voting system outside of that which they are registered.
- The website and interface were vulnerable to being impersonated in phishing attacks.
- The DDoS-protection utilised by NADRA could compromise ballot secrecy, exacerbated by the foreign nature of the external provider.
- iVOTE employed deprecated and compromised third-party components.
- No usability studies had been carried out, particularly in relation to low-literacy individuals, which in turn might raise new security concerns.
- iVOTE emails could be blocked by spam filters.
- iVOTE did not offer the verification or redundancy features in other jurisdictions with experience in internet voting.
- There was no threat model analysis or code documentation.
- There was no known resource planning for monitoring iVOTE on polling day.
- There was no known planning for preventing insider attacks.
- Newer technologies and architectures should be considered.

This public report did not contain specific details of these vulnerabilities. NADRA fixed the specific vulnerabilities described by the task force, and the lengthier report with the vulnerabilities in is subject to a non-disclosure agreement between the Elections Commission and NADRA and is kept securely in the Elections Commission, outside of normal data systems. The public report contains a breakdown of vulnerabilities by type and severity and presents broader recommendations.

Following this report, which was then presented to the Supreme Court and to the ECP in May 2018, the Supreme Court ruled that such a system should go ahead and be trialled in the impending by-elections in October 2018. These by-elections represented 35 constituencies, which were electing 11 National Assembly seats and 26 Provincial Assembly seats. Some 639,909 overseas Pakistanis would have been eligible to vote for these by-elections, of which in the relatively short 17 days available for registration, 7,419 registered (351 of which were later excluded due to their constituencies running unopposed). Video tutorials on how to use the system were provided in English and Urdu. Of those remaining, 6,223 exercised their voting rights on polling day itself: an 83.54 per cent turnout rate. The Election Commission was aware few registered, but the cause of this was unclear. In particular, it was unclear whether there was little demand from outside the country (compared to the considerable political appetite for overseas voting from some actors within the country); whether by-elections were not interesting or salient enough democratic events; or whether there was limited awareness of the iVOTE system. In the end, following reflection on the process, the Election Commission did not exercise its powers to ignore these votes for reasons of technical efficacy, secrecy or security, and instead included the votes into the final counts.

Polling day itself did see some minor DDoS attacks, ostensibly primarily from Russian IP addresses: these were successfully defended against and did not present issues. There were no reports of abnormalities relating to registration or phishing, and the high turnout of the vote attested to the availability of the service to at least accounts that had pre-registered.

The report of the scheme was laid before parliament on 14 January 2019. At the time of writing, Pakistan was waiting to see if parliament would agree to internet voting in future elections, particularly given the implications for ballot secrecy, which is particularly sensitive given the risk posed by those in coercive positions, such as heads of households or ringleaders or co-ordinators of...
labourers, gathering votes and using them collectively. Whether the iVOTE scheme is expanded to a general election was at the time of writing in the hands of parliamentarians and would require an amendment of the Elections Act 2017 to expressly permit.

Box 2.12 Internet voting trials in Pakistan

**Recommendation** Before introducing internet voting systems in elections, EMBs should assess very carefully the cybersecurity risks they introduce, as well as the extensive mechanisms required to manage that risk and potential damage to voter trust in case of disputed outcomes.

**Vote counting**

In most Commonwealth countries, election officials count ballot papers by hand at either polling stations (e.g. Pakistan and Trinidad and Tobago) or constituency or regional counting centres (e.g. Ghana and the UK). In most countries, party agents are permitted to observe the count and in some (such as Pakistan and Trinidad and Tobago) are asked to sign the forms used by officials to record the accepted results.

Where results are extremely close, candidates may commonly request recounts. This is important for accuracy, given that hand counting is an extremely repetitive process where small mistakes can easily be made, even while maximising the transparency of the process.

In some Commonwealth countries, such as Australia and Malta, optical scanners are used to rapidly count votes marked on ballot papers. This can particularly increase the speed of counting where proportional voting systems are used, and voters can specify preferences between a number of candidates.

In Kyrgyzstan, voters place hand-marked ballots into a scanner which reads the vote, then deposits accepted papers into the main ‘bin’, diverting rejected ballots into a special ‘bin’. When voting closes, the scanners are connected to the internet, displaying the results and sending them to the Central Election Commission (CEC). A hand count is performed and the ballots in the rejected bin are added to the main count if their intention is clear. The results of the hand count are sent to the CEC when complete and, in case of discrepancy, the hand count takes precedence.

In the UK, many returning officers use digital systems to help verify the voter information and signature on the outside of an inner envelope containing postal ballots, before valid ballots are delivered to the relevant counting centre to be included after the close of polling. Lack of public understanding of this system – despite extremely clear public information from the Electoral Commission – led to thousands of tweets following the December 2019 general election questioning why a company with a board member linked to one party had been counting postal ballots (it had not). There were also public (unproven) claims about voting patterns on postal ballots before polling day, repeated to great controversy by the BBC’s political editor one week before the election.

**Recommendation** Systems to verify postal ballots should be carefully designed to maintain public trust and the confidentiality of votes.

In all cases, mechanisms are needed both for consideration of ballot papers where marks are unclear – often requiring a consensus of observing party agents – and for verifying counts, especially where they are close. This can be done by checking results against a hand count of a statistically significant sample of ballot papers.

South Africa conducts an external audit of results, with every results slip compared with the captured version. In addition, every results slip is scanned and made available to political parties for verification. Political parties witness counting and sign the completed results slips at every voting station.

**Recommendation** EMB officials should examine and determine how to treat every ballot rejected by automatic counting systems as invalid or uncertain.
Risk-limiting audits

The concept of ‘risk-limiting audits’ has emerged as a best practice in EMB approaches to efficient results auditing, where machines are used to cast and/or count ballots. Before the result is certified, a fraction of such ballot papers are selected for hand counting, to compare against the machine totals. The sample size (percentage of randomly selected ballot papers) is increased as the margin of victory for the winning candidate or party decreases, ensuring the optically scanned and hand-counted results match to within an agreed statistical margin of error. Basic additional checks can also be carried out, such as ensuring the number of votes cast corresponds to the same number of votes marked off in poll books.

Recommendation Where ballot papers are scanned and counted electronically, EMBs should run risk-limiting audits to check results to build public confidence in election results.

2.7 Communication of results

Digital communication of results by election officials once they are counted - preliminary and final - presents significant opportunities for attacks on electoral integrity, but also opportunities to make information (such as photos of preliminary results sheets) more widely available and hence effective as a tool for third parties to detect fraud. ‘Parallel vote tabulations’ are often undertaken by political parties, the media and electoral observers, and are an important tool for improving the reliability of results reporting.

Reporting that is incorrect - from cybersecurity failures upstream or integrity attacks on the communication process - presents a clear threat to the perceived integrity of the democratic process, even if speedily rectified. Availability attacks on communications infrastructures or standard operating procedures for delivering results can foster suspicion and tension, which might even erupt violently or trigger other consequences with detrimental impacts. Without timely control of reporting, results are open to opportunistic pre-emption, meaning the EMB can lose control of information dissemination, framing and the overall electoral narrative.

Transmission

In some Commonwealth countries where responsibilities are devolved to local jurisdictions and the electoral system does not require cross-constituency calculations (often needed in proportional voting systems), results for each local constituency can simply be announced by election officials at the counting centre (see, for example, the United Kingdom) and reported directly to parliamentary authorities. Such mechanisms do not require the use of transmission or tabulation systems (aggregation in news reporting is done by the media). Election data can eventually be released on the EMB website and archived as national law dictates. Such decentralised systems can be considered more secure than those which are centralised, as they do not have one single point of failure, although they may bring risks of difficult-to-spot counting failure or unwarranted data retention, and have fewer cybersecurity resources available than a central authority.

In more centralised electoral systems, the organisation which counts votes will also be responsible for dissemination. Australia’s Electoral Commission carries out such a role via its website and Twitter feed, from which media organisations and social media can receive updates during the 18-hour House of Representatives and multi-day Senate voting process. Some countries show a degree of centralisation in the communication of results, as there may be a need for aggregation and transmission first on a regional level before results are communicated centrally.

In Ghana vote counting and collation is done manually. Results are collated by district, constituency and then finally nationally at the Electoral Commission of Ghana’s (ECG) headquarters. Returning officers use fax initially. The ECG waits until the manual process of checking, collating and delivery is completed before announcing the certified results. This process can often take up to 72 hours, to allow delivery from remote areas that are not easily accessible. As polling stations and collation centres are required to display results once they have tallied votes, parallel systems for the collation and transmission of votes have been set up by both parties and the media. While some interviewees noted that this transparency measure proves vital for preserving trust in the elections process, it
Centralised election systems will often require the EMB to **administer transmission channels** in order to retrieve local counts, to **input data to tabulation systems** and to **calculate the final result**. Transmission channels can include the following:

- **Manual delivery of counts by hand**: These can be vulnerable to physical interception, modification and theft, without physical security measures such as police escorts.
- **Telephone, fax and satellite**: Earlier generations of telecommunications systems did not include security protections for transmitted information.
- **Uploads to dedicated software via direct connections**: For example, virtual private networks (VPNs) or the internet, which will usually include end-to-end encryption protection for the confidentiality and integrity of transmitted information.
- **So-called ‘over-the-top’ communication services such as WhatsApp and Signal**: These add end-to-end protection to transmitted messages.
- **Direct or indirect connections to e-voting devices**: To reduce the risk of compromise, such devices should be isolated from public networks. But even if USB sticks or similar plug-in memory sticks are used to download results from devices, this does not eliminate the risk of malicious software on such removable media attacking devices when they are plugged in.

As with all the other aspects of the electoral cycle, connection to networks that involve the transfer of data from one component to another will pose risks of manipulation. EMBs should arrange parallel systems of transmission, where possible relying on distinct networks, software and hardware, to mitigate against integrity and availability compromises. **India**, for example, conducts dry runs prior to an election and has 200 per cent server redundancy (the duplication of critical components or functions of a system usually in the form of a backup or a fail-safe) in the event that the main network malfunctions or there is a power failure. In all cases, final certification of results should make use of original paper results forms from polling stations and counting centres, which are amenable to forensic analysis. Original ballots and results forms should be securely preserved as evidence in any future challenge to results.

Without enough time for testing, one African Commonwealth country found in a 2013 election ‘[e]arly result transmissions recorded a remarkably high number of rejected ballots; it was then announced that the system had arbitrarily multiplied the number of rejected ballots by eight, though how and why has never been explained. Then, following an initial stream of results, the flow of information ground to a halt’. And in **Azerbaijan’s** 2013 election, ‘the credibility of a mobile phone app purportedly designed to communicate results was fatally undermined when it released the figures a day before a single ballot had been cast’.

**Recommendation**

EMBs should ensure results transmission systems (RTSs) are secure, subject to clear and strict access controls, and have appropriate levels of redundancy and backup procedures in place should components of them unexpectedly fail. Final results certification should depend on verification of original signed count forms.

**Recommendation**

EMBs can improve the resilience of results reporting, as well as public confidence in the results, by supporting parallel vote reporting and tabulations by civil society organisations.

**Tabulation and aggregation**

Tabulation systems will be required to aggregate votes in cases where vote counts are centrally located. This will often involve the use of dedicated software to tally transmitted vote data. Such software must be properly audited and tested before use. Any changes should...
be carefully documented and subject to version control, and sufficient training must be provided to users of the chosen tools.

Approaches using common and easily changed software, such as spreadsheets containing automatic formulae, are prone to alteration. Public sector best practice in maintaining software such as this should be followed. Following a scandal involving incorrect spreadsheet formulae in a procurement process, the UK created processes for providing quality assurance to high-risk spreadsheet-based tools in its ‘Aqua Book’, many elements of which will apply even to simple and predictable tabulation approaches.\(^{106}\)

As a large country with a constitutional requirement to hold elections in a single day, as well as a history of disrupted democracy, in Pakistan the system for transmitting results in a reliable form emerged as an important political concern. The Elections Act 2017 in Pakistan introduced a new, photographic mechanism for results transmission. Presiding officers have been trained to use a smartphone app to photograph ‘Form 45’ - the document which was manually taken from polling stations to a central centre under the pre-existing system. In the 2018 Pakistani general elections, 51 per cent of results were sent through the new system. In some areas, the installation of satellite internet was required. On polling day, an attempted denial of service attack on the transmission system was thwarted.\(^{107}\)

Tabulation is an easy point in the electoral process for errors to occur, and the ease of errors can be exploited by malicious actors wishing to undermine electoral integrity.

**Recommendation** EMBs should ensure software used in vote tabulation is audited and verified, and used by trained staff on appropriately secured hardware.

**Publication**

Publication and documentation of official results via the election portal on EMBs’ websites in a timely manner is important to many EMBs and voters alike. South Africa’s EMB provides a live results feed to the media, on screens, and via an application programming interface (API) which allows third parties to include the results in their own tools. Results operations centres (ROCs) are in operation in each of the nine provinces and at the national level from election day until results are announced, which enables the EMB, political parties and the media to operate from the same venues and have regular meetings and/or press briefings. The Parliamentary Election Office of Grenada has installed a server to enable the media to access official election results.

Further information can also be provided to increase election transparency - for example, Malawi’s EMB publishes images of all results sheets on its website, enabling third parties to check for any signs of fraud and promoting public confidence in results.\(^{108}\)

Attacking can conduct denial of service attacks on a results portal, just as they can for any public facing website, making reporting unavailable and thereby undermining voter confidence. The data is also subject to manipulation if attackers gain unauthorised access. Another possibility is that voters are redirected to spoof websites which purport to demonstrate official results.

---

\(^{106}\) In one African Commonwealth country 2017 election, ‘results quickly began to flow into the online system, which was connected to a new - and impressive - website that allowed citizens to search results to the polling station level. However, as more information about the election began to trickle out, it transpired that some parts of the system had not been strengthened. Most notably, around a quarter of the scanned forms were not transmitted and made available by the time that the election result was announced. It also transpired that the passwords of senior
Although in all Commonwealth countries there are multiple sources of media reporting and therefore no one single point of failure, broadcasters and online news outlets still pose a vulnerability – particularly if a sophisticated actor had the means to conduct simultaneous attacks on multiple outlets. Even if the correct results can be broadcast effectively in time, there is a risk of immediate disruption or violence. In one example of a narrowly avoided incident, Russian-speaking hackers compromised the website of Ukraine’s Central Election Commission, changing the result, which was noticed and corrected by officials just one hour before it was due to be announced. Despite this, the fake result was broadcast by Russian state media.

While it may seem attractive to deliver results using new tools, such as specifically developed apps, or over new social media channels, these present emerging risks. Figure 2.10 shows the use (and frequency) of social media types across EMBs for the communication of results and other purposes. EMBs should disseminate results online only in forums they are confident they have the expertise and resource to adequately secure. At the time of writing, this will likely be their own websites, and large-scale web hosting and social media services. Even then, during the UK’s 2016 referendum on leaving the European Union, a last-minute online registration surge led to the Electoral Commission’s registration website crashing. Fortunately, parliament was still sitting and able to extend the registration deadline - which would not have been the case before an election, as parliament is dissolved 25 working days before polling day.

**Recommendation**

EMB websites, especially those announcing election results, should be protected against high levels of traffic and denial of service attacks.

The Election Commission of India results website recorded 812.3 million hits in one single day during its recent elections. To address its security, the commission undertook major training starting from end users to the application. Various government agencies looking after cybersecurity were put on high alert, traffic on the network was regularly monitored and various cybersecurity layers were put into place to ensure the integrity and availability of the elections system. The commission had support against denial of service attacks from CloudFlare and used features in the database software MongoDB to support the storage of 910 million voter records.

The commission also displayed the real-time results of the election on its mobile app, allowing users to see the authentic results directly from their phone, anywhere. The user could view these results by scanning the barcode of their commission-issued voter-ID. The Election Commission had designed...
This innovative mobile application, which was called the Voter Helpline. This mobile application connected five databases together and prepared seamless services for citizens; it allowed searching of their names from the 910 million in a fraction of a second. The voter could verify their name, the polling station, details on the voter card and also the election schedule. If they already had a voter ID card, simply by calling the voter ID card the details can be verified.

### Box 2.15 Results reporting in India

It is of course open to electoral authorities acting unlawfully to simply announce results that do not correspond to the votes cast. In the August 2017 vote in **Venezuela** for a new constituent assembly, the Electoral Council announced that 8.1 million people - 41.5 per cent of the electorate - had voted in favour of the new assembly. But the CEO of the company Smartmatic, which provided the voting machines used, reported this figure had been inflated by at least one million voters.\(^{111}\) *Reuters* reported an internal memo from the council stating only 3.7 million votes had been cast two hours before polls closed. The country’s chief prosecutor stated: ‘I’m absolutely sure that those numbers are not correct’.\(^{112}\) In a second example from the 2018 presidential elections in **Democratic Republic of Congo**, analysis by the *Financial Times* of tallies from 62,716 voting machines obtained from the Electoral Commission’s central database, as well as a parallel vote tabulation conducted by 40,000 observers from the Catholic Church, demonstrated the second-placed candidate had been wrongly announced as the winner.\(^{113}\)

Both cases demonstrate that careful analysis of the large volumes of data produced by voter authentication and casting systems can be used to detect electoral fraud. A Congolese Electoral Commission whistle-blower, ‘imprisoned and tortured for nine days in the DRC’ in 2017, has since been given refugee status in the UK.\(^{114}\)

### 2.8 Auditing and challenging results

The ability to verify accurate results is a strict requirement of any free and fair election. Many actors are involved in auditing: the EMB is responsible for documenting evidence and auditing all aspects of its processes as a matter of course; national courts in the event of a legal challenge to the validity of a result; and national parliaments and political organisations, civil society groups and external election observers (including, for example, Commonwealth Observer Groups), provide additional layers of accountability. If these processes demonstrate that an election result cannot be deemed a valid democratic outcome, then a key backstop in any election is the provision for recounts, should they be required.

As the dependence of all elections on digital technologies grows, so do challenges to the audit process. If IT infrastructure is compromised at any stage of the electoral cycle, then the reliability of the information used to determine the outcome can be questioned. This makes the reliable recording and storage of data critical and emphasises both the usefulness of authoritative paper ballots and forms, and the publication of intermediate and final results.

Archiving of systems, processes and outcomes is crucial, but electronic archives in particular might also be subject to attack, particularly with an aim to destroy or tamper with them. While EMBs commonly have data retention systems in place for the safekeeping of physical or paper resources used throughout the electoral cycle,\(^{115}\) systems for storing and safeguarding electronic data are likely newer and may not be as complete as desirable for such audits. Important data to audit might include:

- ‘snapshots’ of the versions of any critical software or firmware deployed during the election on, for example, voting machines, biometric verification machines or tabulation systems;
- copies of relevant e-polling books, in accordance with laws on retention governing electoral rolls;
- appropriately granular voting data, well organised alongside metadata and clearly documented;
- instructive documentation, including online documentation and guidance, provided to staff and volunteers; and
- web logs from critical systems.
In countries which require elections processes to be transparent, this information may be opened up to external observers and even citizens. Secure facilities, processes and training for non-EMB staff to access and check this data may need to be considered. And pre-election training of the judiciary in election technologies and cybersecurity mechanisms that are in place will facilitate any legal challenges brought following an election, as Malawi has found.

Rather than aiding transparency, the extremely high level of IT knowledge and expertise required to understand how integrated electoral management systems work, and what is implied about the process if they do not, means that opposition parties and international monitors are often poorly placed to evaluate the quality of the process - even in relatively technologically savvy states.

The Electoral Commission of South Africa enables a broad range of independent audits to be undertaken of South African elections, to build public confidence in the outcomes. These include:

- independent audit of the results systems;
- independent ICT network security audit focusing on network vulnerability, penetration testing, systems access controls and data protection - both external and internal threads;
- independent network security assessment and/or audit by the State Security Agency; and
- political parties as key stakeholders being invited to independently audit the results system, to assure themselves that the system works as intended and prescribed in law;

Box 2.16 Independent audits of South African elections

Source: South Africa Electoral Commission

A common misperception is that the release of information about system security can reduce that security and that transparency can create new vulnerabilities. One can assume that any adversary should know these details already and that transparency can instead help security researchers identify and remedy cybersecurity gaps. The more salient threat to the election process is that the auditing process itself can be manipulated, in order to introduce doubts about the validity of the process, thereby prompting electoral disputes and potentially costly reruns.

Recommendation

EMBs should develop regularly updated processes for auditing the use of election technologies, and consider how far these processes and their results can be made accessible to observers and the public.
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Chapter 3 Overarching best practices for secure elections

The use of new technology in the electoral process offers many ways to improve the efficiency and accuracy of electoral planning, voting registers and results reporting; new ways for EMBs and candidates to communicate with voters; and new mechanisms for transparency. But even with careful planning and management, it also introduces cybersecurity risks which must be carefully managed if they are not to have the potential to significantly damage public trust in election outcomes. The cybersecurity measures taken in response should obviously be proportionate to the risks introduced.

In this final part of the guide, we describe overarching best practices, not specific to any point in the electoral cycle, in assessing and managing cybersecurity risk. They are based on existing literature, a detailed survey of Commonwealth governments, and in-depth country assessments and in-person interviews carried out in four Commonwealth countries (Pakistan, Ghana, the UK, and Trinidad and Tobago). We have identified five key areas: holistic action; international co-operation; cybersecurity risk management; privacy and data protection; and action against disinformation online.

Where there is a clear, well-evidenced need - such as faster reporting of preliminary results in Pakistan and Ghana, easier voter registration in the UK, or piloting remote voting where consular infrastructure is lacking and postal voting is felt to be inadequate, as in Pakistan - there may be a strong case to introduce technology that brings with it additional cybersecurity risk. This need must be then weighed against these risks, with all appropriate mitigation measures taken and the overall risk-benefit explicitly appraised.

Without this careful assessment, digital technologies ‘may create significant opportunities for corruption that (among other things) vitiate their potential impact... precisely because new technology tends to deflect attention away from more “traditional” strategies, the failure of digital checks and balances often renders an electoral process even more vulnerable to rigging than it was before’.1

Barbados’ Elections and Boundaries Commission has created its own Electoral Management System and digitised its processes for voter registration and the update of records. It has also installed a chatbot on its website to disseminate information to voters, such as polling times and locations, and has integrated with various other chatbots such as Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant to disseminate information to voters. None of Antigua and Barbuda’s electoral processes are online, but it is in the early stages of digitisation. It is looking to introduce the use of mobile applications and e-processing during the next two electoral lifecycles.

Recommendation EMBs should give careful consideration to use of technology in the elections process if and where it demonstrably addresses a clear need, while carefully managing the resulting cybersecurity risks with measures that are proportionate.

Risk assessment tools help organisations ‘identify, estimate, and prioritize risk’ to assets, personnel, customers and other organisations. They assess potential threats, vulnerabilities, harm and likelihood of harm, and at the technical level are used to select ‘security categorization; security control selection, implementation, and assessment; information system and common control authorization; and security control monitoring’.2

These tools can be used by EMBs to assess new technologies and systems, to consider: whether their risks overall are manageable before approving their use; the security mechanisms needed to manage that risk; and the residual risks that remain. The US federal government agency NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) identifies the following activities that can be supported by a risk assessment:

- development of an information security architecture;
- definition of interconnection requirements for information systems (including systems supporting mission/business processes and common infrastructure/support services);
• design of security solutions for information systems and environments of operation, including selection of security controls, information technology products, suppliers/supply chain and contractors;
• authorisation (or denial of authorisation) to operate information systems or to use security controls inherited by those systems (i.e., common controls);
• modification of missions/business functions and/or mission/business processes permanently, or for a specific timeframe (e.g., until a newly discovered threat or vulnerability is addressed, until a compensating control is replaced);
• implementation of security solutions (e.g., whether specific information technology products or configurations for those products meet established requirements); and
• operation and maintenance of security solutions (e.g., continuous monitoring strategies and programmes, ongoing authorisations).

These tools differentiate between vulnerabilities — weaknesses in systems or procedures that can be exploited; threats — circumstances that can adversely affect an organisation, from threat sources such as hostile attacks, mistakes, structural failures and natural disasters; likelihood — the probability a given threat will exploit a specific vulnerability; and impact — the level of harm that would result.

Commonly used risk assessment tools include the following:
• COBIT 5 for Risk & Risk Scenarios — a business-focused framework for managing and governing enterprise information system risk, with sections on the enterprise risk function and how to identify, analyse, respond to and report on risk on a daily basis.
• The Factor Analysis of Information Risks (FAIR) methodology, a more quantitatively focused risk analysis methodology, enabling the modelling of value at risk.
• NIST Special Publication 800-30 — freely available guidance, mandated for use by US federal agencies (other than national security systems). Because of its wide use in the US government, business and software support is more readily available than other frameworks.

Such mitigation measures will often have two core dimensions. They will in general consist of a combination of:
• prevention, such as through deterring the antagonist and reducing exploitable vulnerabilities; and
• mechanisms for limitation of interference and effect, such as early warning and detection systems, co-ordination forums, and education and exercises to promote efficient and effective action.

The overarching strategies we suggest in the following section are designed to support effective prevention and limitation of adverse impact across the areas EMBs have responsibility for. They are also intended to build voter confidence in technologies used in electoral processes. Without demonstrated effective cybersecurity measures, allegations of breaches or hacking can be as damaging to trust in electoral processes as actual incidents.

3.1 Holistic action

Managing cybersecurity risks in elections requires cross-government co-ordination and a legal framework that addresses all stages of the electoral cycle — including areas such as data protection that may traditionally have been outside the remit of EMBs.

To facilitate cross-government co-operation, Botswana has set up an election task force made up of Ministries of the Interior, Defence and Justice. In India, multiple agencies contribute to election cybersecurity, including the national Critical National Infrastructure Centre, CERT-India and the National Informatics Centre. They all provide information to the co-ordinating EMB. In the EU, the European Commission has recommended a co-ordinating
committee. Some EU countries have done this through the prime minister or president’s office, while other initiatives have been more independent of government, via the EMB.

In Trinidad and Tobago, the issue of cybersecurity is overseen by an inter-ministerial advisory committee, which produced the government’s National Cyber Security Strategy in 2012 to guide all operations and initiatives related to cybersecurity. In the context of elections, its relevant objectives are the protection of the physical, virtual and intellectual assets of citizens, organisations and the state; the prevention of cyber-attacks against critical infrastructure; and the provision of a governance framework to identify the requisite organisational structures necessary for cybersecurity.10

Cybersecurity is now a high priority of the Ghanaian government and is overseen by an inter-ministerial advisory committee and the National Cyber Security Technical Working Group, which comprises all relevant government and external stakeholders. The Ministry of Communications (MOC) is tasked with implementing cybersecurity policy and strategy, which it was in the process of reviewing at the time of writing. It was also drafting cybersecurity legislation to address identified weaknesses in its cybercrime laws and will make provisions for appropriate sanctions and non-compliance.

Box 3.2 Cross-government decision-making in Trinidad and Tobago and Ghana

Different Commonwealth countries have different constitutional and legal limits on how far EMBs may delegate such issues to other government agencies. And some EMBs, such as the United Kingdom’s, have limited powers outside of electoral periods, whereas others, like Antigua & Barbuda’s, have constitutional authority to oversee all aspects of the elections, leaving limited scope for initiatives led by other regulators.

The New Zealand Electoral Commission is working closely with support agencies across its wider government sector to help plan for and mitigate security risks for the NZ general election in 2020. A key component of this work includes setting up a governance structure involving the support agencies sitting alongside the commission to help it manage risks relating to the delivery of a critical public event. The governance approach will use shared risk identification, scenario planning and cross-agency protocols to form a platform for a cross-agency team to mitigate risk and respond to any issues that might arise during critical periods.

The New Zealand Commission has been working with international partners to understand and learn from approaches taken in recent elections, in particular with the Australian Electoral Commission which implemented a cross-agency model (called the ‘Election Taskforce’) leading up to and during Australia’s federal general election in May 2019.

Box 3.3 New Zealand cross-agency working

EMBs also need to co-ordinate cybersecurity measures with parties and campaigners, private sector suppliers, the media and civil society groups – including educating voters. As the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) observed in 2019:

Protecting elections is a multilayer and multistakeholder process that necessitates the development of new coordination mechanisms, new methods and tools to monitor and assess the information environment, improved routines for risk and vulnerability analysis and a framework to assess and respond to election interference.11

These measures will ensure all relevant organisations are building their own cybersecurity capabilities and resilience; are contributing their own expertise; and will understand the cybersecurity measures EMBs may take at short notice during an election period, maintaining their perceptions of EMB impartiality. NATO has noted approvingly that ‘the positive effects of NGOs [non-governmental organisations] and civic society organisations’ willingness to ensure full transparency of electoral processes, including the influencing of voters’ choices, have helped ensure a high level of resilience’.12

Recommendation Cross-government (including EMBs, national cybersecurity centres, state and local government agencies, data protection and media/telecoms regulators) coordination, and co-operation with political parties, traditional and new media, and civil society are key to effective action and societal trust in elections. A standing
multistakeholder election security group should manage preparation and directly oversee the election process, trigger continuity plans, and communicate with the media and parliamentary oversight bodies.

The media has an important role to play in the conduct of Ghanaian elections, particularly in light of the new modern media landscape. Its complexity is increasing, with the Ghana Journalist Association (GJA) estimating that the number of radio stations has doubled to 400, TV stations has increased from 30 to 200 stations, and that there are now over 1,000 newspapers operating in Ghana. Social media and citizen journalism are also growing in importance and are redefining the boundaries of the profession, and there is a need for traditional media to respond.¹³

There are concerns in Ghana around the rise of new media and its potential to facilitate the spread of misinformation. The National Communications Authority (NCA) is partnering with the National Media Commission (NMC) to jointly produce guidelines on general election news and reporting for 2020, issues which have proved incendiary in the past. If the 2020 election is subject to any foreign interference or cyber-attack, then the media will have to be part of any holistic response, to increase trust in the use of technologies and to counter any misinformation.

The NMC, the Ghanaian Institute for Public Relations (IPR) and the NCA have suggested improved electoral training for journalists and information officers, to take account of the modern election environment. The GJA is similarly considering updating its guidelines, which in 2016 highlighted risks to the security of news outlet’s own systems. It stated that: ‘Media houses are to bear in mind that while information and communications technology tools can help enhance journalism, there are security threats and the risk of their sites being tampered with. Media houses and journalists operating in this area are therefore advised to develop capacity in the effective use of the technology and to use reliable software’.¹⁴

Recommendation EMBs should ensure their cybersecurity guidance is well disseminated via voter education programmes and media training/guidance and should maximise transparency more broadly in their systems and processes.

EMBs should carefully consider any differential impact of the digitisation of electoral processes, and associated cybersecurity measures, on different groups such as men and women, urban and rural voters, manual and non-manual workers, and visually impaired or otherwise disabled persons. Literacy rates, let alone basic digital skills and internet access, often vary significantly between these groups; as does the likelihood of successful fingerprint registration.

In the Commonwealth, only one third of children in developing countries has access to early childhood education, approximately 17 million primary children remain out of school, and more than 400 million adults are illiterate. And the stark reality facing many of our Commonwealth member countries is that they are having to find funds to maintain and improve education services on shoestring budgets and sometimes after having their entire economy wiped out by a natural disaster.¹⁵

Recommendation EMBs should carry out or facilitate assessment of the interaction effects between the use of electoral technology and security provisions and other structural features and challenges of the democracy, such as literacy, accessibility, and ethnic and gender dimensions.

3.2 International co-operation

The ease with which attacks can be carried out remotely against information systems, and with which vulnerabilities and attack tools can be developed and shared between countries and in online criminal marketplaces, means that international co-operation is key in
responding to attacks on election cybersecurity. For example, in West Africa, it was reported that following raids on cyber cafés in major cities in Nigeria, cybercriminals were reported to move to remote areas to carry out their operations. The porous national borders and a lack of countries’ controls on their territories allow cybercriminals to migrate to jurisdictions with a weaker rule of law. [...] In 2008, 40% of arrested cybercrime suspects in Ghana were Nigerians, 38% were Ghanaians and the rest were from Liberia, Cote d’ Ivoire and Togo. 16

Co-operation allows countries - especially smaller Commonwealth members - to collectively build a much stronger and most sophisticated capability to defend against attacks compared to acting alone. The Commonwealth 2018 Cyber Declaration emphasises the importance of this co-operation and the Commonwealth Secretariat is already setting up a platform to support this. NATO has also noted: ‘While national preparations can be very ambitious, the lack of awareness and detailed understanding of the approaches taken can result in unhelpful reactions on the part of neighbouring countries or partners’. 17

Central databases of resources, like International IDEA’s lists of election tool components, reviews, certifications and approved certification bodies, 18 will help EMBs find relevant information. Background data such as titles and links to relevant laws (elections, data protection, cybersecurity) and treaties could be usefully shared between Commonwealth countries, populated initially from our survey.

EMBs face many common cybersecurity threats, in terms of attackers interested in disrupting elections and particularly vulnerabilities in the systems they use. EMB co-operation to share relevant information across the Commonwealth, and with regional organisations such as CARICOM, would improve the efficiency and timeliness of their response. Free tools to support this, such as Malware Information Sharing Platform (MISP), 19 are available. Peer learning via regional hubs with the participation of major cybersecurity agencies, such as those of the UK and Singapore, would be one possible institutional mechanism. Such hubs may be able to develop shared services, such as election security operations centres for small states that would otherwise find this a very resource-intensive task. Peers could also provide independent review of cybersecurity policies.

Cybersecurity co-operation does, however, remain challenging for some EMBs, who must avoid the perception of international regulatory capture, particularly where electorates commonly express distrust about electoral governance or where international tensions exist. Co-operation should be carried out openly and clearly, with clear tasks and reasons for such co-operation, to ensure that public trust is not endangered.

One area of elections where countries already co-operate extensively is election observation missions. Organisations (including the Commonwealth) which co-ordinate such missions need to further develop cybersecurity indicators that can be integrated into their regular observations. The Organization for American States (OAS) has produced a detailed guide to gathering this information. 20 The importance of this can be seen in the preliminary results from a recent OAS observation mission to Bolivia, which led to the election being suspended, and then to a change of government. 21

An Organization of American States team of 36 specialists, including IT experts, observed the Bolivian general elections held throughout the country on 20 October 2019. The team audited the following:

A. The authenticity and reliability of the vote count records (tally sheets) and of the data input into the electoral results transmission system and the official count system.

B. The Plan for comprehensive custody of all electoral materials (tally sheets, ballots, voters register).

C. Infrastructure and operation of the I.T. systems used to transmit preliminary results and the official count.

D. Uploading flows of the data on preliminary electoral results and the official count.

The team found serious problems with the preliminary election results transmission system (TREP). It detected one TREP server being used for a different purpose to that previously notified, without a corresponding monitoring agent, and the redirection at 7.40pm on election day of results.
information to another server that had not been notified at all – and which was being controlled by an external person. Logs differed on election servers without any explanation. Metadata from the smartphone camera images of tally sheets received via the results service was not kept, while tally sheets were received with dates not matching the election. No hash value was stored of the software running on the results servers when it was frozen for the election, while not all of the data flows to the results servers were monitored. The team therefore concluded: ‘It is not possible to certify the accuracy of the TREP’.

The team further found that ‘best practices were not followed’ in the official count. Unit, integration and regression testing was not carried out, nor was there a formal software acceptance process. User authentication was weak, and the database reset process ‘did not follow basic security requirements’. Software was recompiled during the count and put straight into use. Test data was not removed before the count and was found ‘mixed up with Election Day tally sheets’, while preliminary tally sheets found their way into the official count. The app provider had direct remote access to the server, which needed to be used by the head of the company to fix a programming error, and critical electronic evidence was not kept. The app provider broke the chain of custody. These multiple errors led the OAS team to conclude ‘it is impossible to guarantee the integrity of the data and certify the accuracy of the results’.

There were other serious issues, including forged signatures on tally sheets, while 38 per cent of tally sheets checked were ‘inconsistent with the number of citizens casting a vote’. The vote leapt by over 15 per cent for the governing party in the final 5 per cent of votes counted, avoiding the need for a run-off election. The team concluded: ‘The manipulations of the I.T. system are of such magnitude that they should be investigated in depth by the Bolivian State in order to get to the bottom of them and determine who is responsible for such a serious situation… The audit team cannot validate the results of this election and therefore recommends another electoral process. Any future process should be overseen by new electoral authorities to ensure the conduct of credible elections’.

Box 3.5 OAS preliminary audit of the Bolivian presidential elections on 20 October 2019

**Recommendation** Commonwealth EMBs should work with election observation organisations to develop comprehensive schedules of cybersecurity indicators, covering the entire electoral lifecycle, to be observed during missions.

**Recommendation** Electoral observation teams should include the technical expertise needed to effectively monitor digitised electoral processes.

EMBs can also promote awareness among their stakeholders of relevant international initiatives - for example, the Alliance of Democracies’ Pledge for Election Integrity, which has been signed by nearly 200 European and North American politicians. Other organisations, such as the civil society group Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL), Caribbean Telecommunications Organisation and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) are also emerging as venues for co-operation. And EMBs also co-operate informally - for example, with regular meetings between the electoral commissions of the UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.

**Recommendation** Governments should co-operate on electoral cybersecurity via the Commonwealth, regional co-operation organisations such as the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the African Union, the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), and other intergovernmental bodies such as the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA).

**Recommendation** EMBs should develop mechanisms to enable information sharing across the Commonwealth on threats, vulnerabilities and detected attacks against election infrastructure.

**Recommendation** Commonwealth countries should look for opportunities to work with relevant non-governmental organisations, such as the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams (FIRST), the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) and the Commonwealth Telecommunications Organisation (which works extensively with ministers of telecommunications and computer emergency response teams).

**Recommendation** Commonwealth EMBs should provide peer support and review on cybersecurity to their neighbouring EMBs, as well as sharing training opportunities.
3.3 Cybersecurity risk management

Having carried out a threat assessment, EMBs will then be in a good position to undertake a proportionate risk management programme to protect the systems that are key to a trustworthy election process against the identified threats. This will likely involve the national cybersecurity centre or equivalent public sector centre of expertise.

EMBs need to plan how to develop their long-term cybersecurity capacity through training and efficient mechanisms for procuring private-sector cybersecurity services. To build public confidence, they should consider how security-critical systems can be certified and quality assured. And EMBs should carefully plan the audit trails provided by all of their systems, to enable disputed election results to be investigated and fairly decided.

A key part of this risk management approach is considering how far election outcomes are dependent upon digital systems. Where hand-marked and counted paper ballots are used as the definitive record, cybersecurity risk in the voting process is significantly reduced, with an audit trail that can be forensically examined and adjudicated in a way that commands broad public confidence. Where electoral rolls are a matter of public record, and can be challenged by parties, the risk of manipulation is reduced. Where candidates and the media can observe and publicise count results, the risk of interfering in outcome reporting is also reduced. The Canadian government assessed the relative risk in 2019:

> Cyber threat activity very rarely affects the IT systems that electoral agencies use for recording, storing, and transmitting election data, such as the vote count. Such activity accounted for less than four percent of all cyber threat activity against elections globally in 2018. Cyber threat actors very likely see changing a vote count in a national election as difficult and very likely consider it impossible against elections that use hand-counted paper ballots, such as the Canadian federal election. 23

That said, attacks on electoral systems still have the potential to cause significant confusion, delay, and damage public confidence in both the results and the competence of electoral authorities. Where electronic voting machines are used, or biometric authentication is used to verify voters, risks are significantly higher – and hence proportionately greater risk management measures will be required.

**National cybersecurity centres and strategies**

Most Commonwealth countries now have national cybersecurity centres, computer emergency response teams (CERTs), computer security incident response teams (CSIRTs) or equivalents. These bodies will be the government’s centre of cybersecurity expertise, and important partners for EMBs in securing election systems.

In some countries, such as Ghana and Trinidad and Tobago, these centres play a mandatory role in securing systems the government has designated as critical national infrastructure (CNI). In India, where election systems have been declared to be CNI, the EMB may consequently create security regulations - and was the first CNI agency to do so. Network security and data centres are managed by other national agencies.

**Recommendation** EMBs and national cybersecurity agencies should consider whether designation of key election systems as part of critical national infrastructure will improve their security.

Cybersecurity centres also commonly produce national cybersecurity strategies to reduce risk across the whole of society, which is important for elections, given that they potentially involve almost every adult in the country. 24

An important consideration in partnerships between EMBs and these government centres is the need to protect EMB independence, where provided for in statute or national constitutions, such as in Ghana and Pakistan. 25 Given the links between national cybersecurity agencies and intelligence agencies, this can be challenging, particularly in countries where some political actors treat intelligence agencies with suspicion. This may explain why the
majority of respondent Commonwealth EMBs (54%) do not have a partnership with their national cybersecurity centre or CERT. Figure 3.1 shows that this is not consistent across the different types of Commonwealth countries, where 83 per cent of high-income country EMBs but only one small island developing country EMB have these partnerships in place. A related issue is the extent to which EMBs make use of shared government IT services. Jamaica’s electoral processes run on an isolated network and separate virtual private networks (VPNs) are used for each of the Electoral Commission’s offices, but the country is looking into central integration with the government’s networks.
Figure 3.1 Proportion of respondent Commonwealth EMBs which have a partnership with the national cybersecurity centre/CSIRT

**Small island developing** Commonwealth EMBs in partnership with the national cybersecurity centre/CSIRT

- Yes: 8%
- No: 92%

**Other low- and middle-income** Commonwealth EMBs in partnership with the national cybersecurity centre/CSIRT

- Yes: 38%
- No: 63%

**High-income** Commonwealth EMBs in partnership with the national cybersecurity centre/CSIRT

- Yes: 17%
- No: 83%
The UK Electoral Commission found it easier to co-operate on information security when the government created a separate organisation (the National Cyber Security Centre [NCSC]) with this function, even while the NCSC remained part of its parent signals intelligence agency, GCHQ.

In many Commonwealth countries, some electoral functions are carried out by regional/provincial and local government. In some countries, such as the UK, this covers the security-critical functions of both electoral registration and polling. But these bodies do not have the cybersecurity resources of national governments and will need significant support from them to counter the serious threats they face.

Even in the USA, whose federal and (some) state governments are some of the most experienced and sophisticated users of information technology in the world, voluntary federal standards and advice from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) have not been enough to fill gaping security holes. Box 3.6 describes the US federal assistance being provided to state and local election officials in advance of the 2020 presidential elections.


Attorney General William Barr, Secretary of Defense Mark Esper, Acting Secretary of Homeland Security Kevin McAleenan, Acting Director of National Intelligence Joseph Maguire, FBI Director Christopher Wray, US Cyber Command Commander and NSA Director Gen. Paul Nakasone, and CISA Director Christopher Krebs today released the following joint statement:

Today, dozens of states and local jurisdictions are hosting their own elections across the country and, less than a year from now, Americans will go to the polls and cast their votes in the 2020 presidential election. Election security is a top priority for the United States Government. Building on our successful, whole-of-government approach to securing the 2018 elections, we have increased the level of support to state and local election officials in their efforts to protect elections. The federal government is prioritizing the sharing of threat intelligence and providing support and services that improve the security of election infrastructure across the nation.

In an unprecedented level of co-ordination, the U.S. government is working with all 50 states and U.S. territories, local officials, and private sector partners to identify threats, broadly share information, and protect the democratic process. We remain firm in our commitment to quickly share timely and actionable information, provide support and services, and to defend against any threats to our democracy.

Our adversaries want to undermine our democratic institutions, influence public sentiment and affect government policies. Russia, China, Iran, and other foreign malicious actors all will seek to interfere in the voting process or influence voter perceptions. Adversaries may try to accomplish their goals through a variety of means, including social media campaigns, directing disinformation operations or conducting disruptive or destructive cyber-attacks on state and local infrastructure.

While at this time we have no evidence of a compromise or disruption to election infrastructure that would enable adversaries to prevent voting, change vote counts or disrupt the ability to tally votes, we continue to vigilantly monitor any threats to U.S. elections.

The U.S. government will defend our democracy and maintain transparency with the American public about our efforts. An informed public is a resilient public. Americans should go to trusted sources for election information, such as their state and local election officials. We encourage every American to report any suspicious activity to their local officials, the FBI, or DHS. In past election cycles, reporting by Americans about suspicious activity provided valuable insight which has made our elections more secure. The greatest means to combat these threats is a whole-of-society effort.

Box 3.6 US Department of Justice press release on 2020 election security, 5 Nov 2019

Public sector capacity and training

A common difficulty for many government organisations is recruiting staff with cybersecurity training and experience, given the high salaries available for such jobs in the private sector. For example, in the last decade, India has found it ‘difficult to enforce the Reserve Bank of India guidelines due to the lack of IT security auditors to validate banks’ cybersecurity practices’. 27
Low salaries in EMBs compared to the private sector can also introduce additional security risks, such as a higher risk of successful bribery and insider attacks. EMBs should consider how other parts of their national government that are in need of high-demand experts manage the process, such as the relaxed requirements on salary scales common in financial and competition regulators, and consider whether those measures might be applicable in their own circumstances. Our survey of Commonwealth EMBs demonstrated an alarming lack of internal cybersecurity capacity and board-level representation (even in high-income countries), as Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show.

It is therefore important for EMBs to plan to build existing technical staff capacity through training, organisational learning and to develop a supply of future qualified staff through cooperation with universities running computer science and postgraduate cybersecurity courses. Larger Commonwealth countries may have the resources to develop such training courses themselves - for example, at the Election Academy recently completed by Pakistan’s Election Commission. Such courses can also be made available to neighbouring EMBs and non-government stakeholders such as political party staff, candidates and volunteers.

Ghana is addressing its cybersecurity skills gap via a number of initiatives. The National Cyber Security Centre is recruiting and training young promising graduates and asking them to serve in government for a minimum of five years. It is also working with the Council of Europe to develop sustainable training models. The National Communications Authority has a similar scheme for national service workers, which is demonstrating high retention rates, and the Kofi Annan Centre for Excellence together with Ghana’s Technology University College are also developing cybersecurity training and encouraging young people to take it up. Additionally, the Ministry of Communications is looking at incorporating cybersecurity into the existing curriculum with the Ministry of Education, while the Ghana Investment Fund for Electronic Communications (GIFEC) is advocating the promotion of cybersecurity awareness via its work to improve connectivity in local communities.

Box 3.7 Ghana cybersecurity training initiatives

The UK’s Cyber Essentials scheme is a good example of a broad cybersecurity programme for organisations (see Box 3.8), which is freely available for adaptation by EMBs and their partners. Australia’s Strategies to Mitigate Cyber Security Incidents provides a good, more detailed set of practices to follow. The Barbados Elections and Boundaries Commission uses games to educate its users on the importance of cybersecurity, through the simulation of attacks on its network.
Figure 3.2 Proportion of respondent Commonwealth EMBs which have internal cybersecurity teams

**Small island developing** Commonwealth EMBs with internal cybersecurity teams

- Yes: 17%
- No: 83%

**Other low- and middle-income** Commonwealth EMBs with internal cybersecurity teams

- Yes: 25%
- No: 75%

**High-income** surveyed Commonwealth EMBs with internal cybersecurity teams

- Yes: 33%
- No: 67%
The vast majority of security breaches use relatively simple methods which exploit basic vulnerabilities in software and computer systems. There are tools and techniques openly available on the internet which enable even low-skill actors to exploit these vulnerabilities. Properly implementing basic cybersecurity hygiene (for example, using strong passwords, securing devices, not clicking on suspicious links and reporting incidents) among EMB non-technical employees will protect against the vast majority of common internet threats. Although basic cybersecurity hygiene will not stop sophisticated adversaries from compromising systems, it will dramatically mitigate risks associated with the majority of cybersecurity threats from occurring and will embed a culture of prudent information management (particularly as electoral processes further digitise).

EMBs should therefore provide all staff using computer equipment with regular basic cybersecurity training, for instance, the UK’s Cyber Essentials (see Box 3.8), covering matters such as choosing good passwords (and important additional security such as two-factor authentication), and considering social and cultural practices that might lead officials to engage in risky practices. For example, India’s EMB has found that many returning officers, who are senior officials, see using computers as a junior data-entry operator job, and therefore share passwords and phones with their staff. The UK’s National Cyber Security Centre has provided a free 30-minute online training course, Stay Safe Online: Top Tips for Staff, which is a good starting point for non-technical staff. NCSC also provides guidance on the protection of personal computers and mobile phones, as well as a range of other cybersecurity topics.
**Small island developing** Commonwealth EMBs with commissioner or board-level cybersecurity representation

![Pie chart showing proportion of Small island developing Commonwealth EMBs with commissioner or board-level cybersecurity representation.]

- **Yes:** 8%
- **No:** 92%

**Other low- and middle-income** Commonwealth EMBs with commissioner or board-level cybersecurity representation

![Pie chart showing proportion of Other low- and middle-income Commonwealth EMBs with commissioner or board-level cybersecurity representation.]

- **Yes:** 13%
- **No:** 88%

**High-income** Commonwealth EMBs with commissioner or board-level cybersecurity representation

![Pie chart showing proportion of High-income Commonwealth EMBs with commissioner or board-level cybersecurity representation.]

- **Yes:** 33%
- **No:** 67%

*Figure 3.3 Proportion of respondent Commonwealth EMBs who have commissioner or board-level cybersecurity representation*
**Recommendation**

EMBs should provide cybersecurity training for all staff, as well as career development for technical staff, partnering with local universities, regional peers and international organisations.

---

**Cyber Essentials** is a UK government-backed, industry-supported scheme to help organisations protect themselves against common online threats. The government worked with the UK Information Assurance for Small and Medium Enterprises (IASME) consortium and the UK Information Security Forum (ISF) to develop **Cyber Essentials**, a set of basic technical controls to help organisations protect themselves against common online security threats.

**Cyber Essentials** offers a foundation of basic cyber hygiene measures that all types of organisations can implement to significantly reduce their vulnerability. Although it is not designed to address advanced targeted attacks, **Cyber Essentials** defines a focused set of controls which will provide cost-effective, basic cybersecurity for organisations of all sizes.

Examples include: using a firewall to secure your internet connection; choosing the most secure settings for your devices and software; controlling who has access to your data and services; protecting your devices from viruses and other malware; and keeping devices/software up to date.

**Cyber Essentials** is suitable for all organisations, of any size, in any sector. The Assurance Framework, leading to the awarding of Cyber Essentials and Cyber Essentials Plus certificates for organisations, has been designed to be achievable at low cost. The two options give organisations a choice over the level of assurance they wish to gain and the cost of doing so. It should be noted, however, that **Cyber Essentials** is only a minimum level of protection and not a checklist for complete safety.

EMBs, political parties, media organisations and other electoral stakeholders can all dramatically reduce their exposure to cyber-attack if they adhere to basic cybersecurity controls.

---

**Ongoing threat assessment**

EMBs need to undertake regularly updated, comprehensive risk assessment exercises that consider the range of threats to their technical systems, identifying dependencies between critical processes, assigning probabilities to risks and assessing their consequences. This will allow EMBs to prioritise mitigation measures for vulnerabilities with higher risk, criticality and consequences.\(^{33}\)

One assessment tool and testing tool developed specifically for EMBs is the IFES (International Foundation for Electoral Systems) HEAT Process (Holistic Exposure and Adaptation Testing) - which tests both election technology, and its legal and operational context. The process takes part in five phases, as shown in Figure 3.4.\(^{34}\)
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Figure 3.4 Phases of the IFES HEAT Process (Holistic Exposure and Adaptation Testing)

Recommendation
EMBs should conduct comprehensive, regular threat assessments, using a tool such as the IFES HEAT Process

Procurement processes

Where EMBs rely on procuring products and services from the private sector for elections, they need to consider how to encourage the development of effective and competitive marketplaces. Even large Commonwealth countries such as the UK and Pakistan have limited national markets for relatively infrequent elections, and co-operation between countries on standards for products, certification and evaluation, and review and openness requirements for software, would encourage greater investment and competition in the private sector. These standards should include secure configuration by default, along with consideration of the liability of vendors for security breaches. Collaboration will enable EMBs to obtain better terms than they could get individually – particularly in smaller Commonwealth countries. Transparency of non-prejudicial parts of contracts, as well as funding arrangements and sources of funds, would also strengthen EMBs’ negotiating capabilities, as well as building public trust and reducing opportunities for corruption.

Co-operation on procurement and open source electoral software development, maintenance and support, would increase the availability and cost-efficiency of products. Where EMBs have common cybersecurity needs, such as threat intelligence and denial of service protection, they could co-operate to agree model contracts with service providers, to simplify and speed up procurement. Even obtaining secure ballot papers at scale and in good time for printing has in the past been a problem for some countries, such as Pakistan.

Co-ordination and co-operation must, however, be done with care, to avoid public concerns around foreign interference in elections, and to maintain as full visibility and governance of the supply chain as necessary to ensure security.

Recommendation
EMBs should co-operate to explore common standards for election cybersecurity products and services, to stimulate the development of efficient markets of providers. These standards should include secure configuration by default, along with consideration of the liability of vendors.

Recommendation
EMBs – and funders of election digitisation programmes – should aim for maximum transparency of contracts with suppliers, and of funding arrangements.
A number of Commonwealth EMBs have used cloud computing to support their operations. Cloud computing can be defined as a ‘model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction’. Storage, software and computing resources are hosted by a third party, whether this is a local internet service provider (ISP) or another company, in the same jurisdiction or outside (well-known providers include Amazon, Microsoft and Google). This enables EMBs to pay for computing resources when they are required, rather than having to buy and manage their own computing infrastructure, some of which may lie unused during quiet periods between elections.

Cloud computing can provide numerous benefits to EMBs at various points in the election lifecycle – such as providing day-to-day storage and editing of official documents for planning and logistics, and for public-facing services such as websites which may receive very high peak traffic during election periods. EMBs have the ability to ramp up usage or security during pressure points, such as during an election or period of registration. Large cloud storage providers have the economies of scale and access to technical expertise with which to provide more secure storage options than can be developed in-house, particularly in the case of smaller EMBs.

The storage of data by large providers in centres abroad has raised issues of trust, security and foreign interference. EMBs can consider requiring suppliers to domicile sensitive data locally.

A variety of approaches have been taken in Commonwealth EMBs, according to national contexts and the relative strengths of local IT industries. The issue has been topical, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region. Australia, for example, uses Amazon Web Services (AWS) to provide public-facing services and services for electoral administrators. It also has rules around the local storage of data to ensure data sovereignty. In South Africa, the results website is hosted by a local ISP to ensure scalability for the high volumes and provide additional layers of security. Pakistan, however, faces electricity and connectivity constraints in rural areas, so has taken a different approach.

Cloud computing can prove more challenging for small island states with limited global internet connectivity, for example, in Samoa, where the EMB decided not to transition to the cloud to preserve data sovereignty. However, some EMBs reported interest in using cloud services for internal operations, such as the Tongan EMB.

**Certification and quality assurance**

One important mechanism for building public trust in election technologies is to follow international standards in their testing - for example, the widely used ISO 27000 series (see Box 3.10), although that is a highly resource-intensive process and reliant on the availability of thorough (and expensive) third party evaluators. Nonetheless, 74 per cent of respondent Commonwealth countries do not use international standards in the development of policies, regulations or processes for elections cybersecurity. Figure 3.5 shows the breakdown of adoption across high-income, middle- and low-income, and small island developing Commonwealth countries.
Figure 3.5 Proportion of EMBs which have used international standards (such as those developed by ISO, IEE, the UN, OAS, etc.) in the development of policies, regulations or processes for elections cybersecurity.
The most widely used series of information security standards is published jointly by the International Organization for Standardization and the International Electrotechnical Commission and is known as the ISO/IEC 27000 series. It provides regularly updated and comprehensive best practice recommendations on developing and implementing an information security management system (ISMS). It also allows independent third parties to assess the quality of an organisation’s ISMS – which could be particularly useful to EMBs looking to build public confidence in high-risk elements of their electoral technology systems.

This is the approach taken by the Election Commission of Pakistan, which works with Pakistan’s National Database and Registration Authority to maintain strict information security standards, such as certification of their data warehouse and network against ISO/IEC 27000, with external audits. The Electoral Commission of Ghana has also based its cybersecurity policy on ISO/IEC 27000.

The ISO/IEC 27000 standard series requires extensive assessments and documentation of systems, and hence is resource intensive. Some of our interviewees also felt the series focuses more on processes than security measures. The quality of external audits depends on the skills and experience of the auditors used - this is a specialised field and smaller countries (especially those lacking a significant financial sector, the largest users of these standards) might have a limited choice of qualified auditors. India’s electoral commissioners have also been unwilling to reveal some of the internal information required for the process of external certification.

In the UK, the Electoral Commission has assessed that the cybersecurity risk associated with its political party registration and funding oversight systems is best managed using the lower-overhead UK National Cyber Security Centre’s Cyber Essentials scheme, which focuses more on technical controls and cyber hygiene. EC suppliers must also follow this scheme. Local electoral authorities are responsible for managing the risk associated with their electoral registers and voting and counting processes. They are members of the Cyber Info Sharing Partnership, a joint government-industry partnership for sharing threat intelligence.

Box 3.10 ISO/IEC 27000 and other security certifications

**Recommendation**

EMBs should consider obtaining external certification of security-critical elements of election infrastructure to build public trust.

**Building and running secure systems**

It is critical for EMBs to ensure appropriate testing, piloting and auditing of new technologies when they are deployed in elections.

The European Union’s Network and Information Security (NIS) Cooperation Group has recommended that security tests of election systems’ cybersecurity include the following:

- **Systems security testing**: Ensuring an independent review team cannot cause election systems to act in unwanted ways, using techniques such as searching for known vulnerabilities in underlying software, looking for common programming mistakes and random or ‘fuzz’ testing.
- **Penetration testing**: A so-called ‘red team’ attempts to compromise the security of deployed election systems using creative approaches by highly technically skilled testers (sometimes recruited from former hackers), reporting the results to the EMB.
- **Public testing**: A wide range of experts are invited to try and find flaws in election systems, via ‘hackathons’ or offering ‘bug bounty’ prizes to anyone that can find security vulnerabilities. This is appropriate for EMBs with mature cybersecurity policies and already well-tested systems.
- **Application code audit**: EMBs and their cybersecurity partners require auditing for vulnerabilities of the source code of applications they procure from third-party suppliers, including open source software.
- **Exercises**: Full election attack simulations, involving senior technical and policy-making officials, will enable the most realistic test of EMB preparedness, but are expensive and time-consuming, and so most useful where there are significant concerns about forthcoming elections. Non-technical table-top exercises can be used more routinely by policy-makers. In either case, EMBs should consider involving key partner agencies and, where appropriate, private sector service providers.
The EU Network and Information Security (NIS) Cooperation Group suggests the following objectives for election cybersecurity exercises:

- ‘to grasp the complexities of crisis management and how to overcome the crisis;
- to understand the implications of losing trust in an IT/communication system;
- to understand the implications of an election process being compromised by an adversary;
- to test existing processes and crisis procedures for possible incidents connected with the election process;
- to point out weaknesses in existing procedures;
- to simply allow all stakeholders to become acquainted with each other, to learn names and exchange contact details.’

Box 3.11 NIS election exercise objectives

**Recommendation** EMBs should have in place procedures for ongoing secure configuration and testing of all systems used in elections, with regular exercises to test responses to attacks.

**Monitoring:** Particularly for security-critical elements such as electoral rolls, and more broadly during campaigning and election periods, EMBs and their cybersecurity partners should be conducting detailed monitoring of logs, alerts and unusual network traffic within election systems and infrastructure. By earlier creating baseline profiles for equipment, anomalous behaviour can be more easily identified and investigated. This should include logs from operating systems, antivirus and firewall software, and election software; and alerts from network routers, switches and servers. Security alerts from third parties, such as IP blacklists and threat intelligence providers, can be incorporated into this monitoring. Free software such as TheHive is available to support this.

**Recommendation** EMBs and/or their cybersecurity partners should actively monitor election infrastructure for intrusions, as well as having the capability to rapidly escalate and respond during election periods at the direction of senior decision-makers.

**A comprehensive approach:** Those looking to breach the cybersecurity of an electoral process have many different opportunities, given all the various technologies used throughout the whole electoral cycle. EMBs and their cybersecurity partners need to model all of these potential avenues of attack, and ensure the risk of each is appropriately managed - as demonstrated in the South African approach in Box 3.12.

South Africa’s Electoral Commission has identified the following nine principles for its comprehensive approach to security:

1. Focus is defensive - Both proactive and defensive monitoring
2. Security in depth - multi-layered segmented networks and subnets
3. Security-driven application design and development frameworks
4. User account management and access control
5. Filtering of all traffic - malware, worms, viruses, spyware, etc.
6. Continuous security monitoring of all elements
7. User access is based on a need to know
8. Continuous monitoring - Knowing when security is breached
9. Transparency - Stakeholder engagement and data sharing

Source: South Africa Electoral Commission. Box 3.12 South Africa’s strategic security focus
3.4 Privacy and data protection

Electoral processes involve a significant amount of personal data, at many different stages, some of which can be highly sensitive. Its legal protection - particularly through the international consensus around data protection as an appropriate framework - is critically entwined with cybersecurity.

Some Commonwealth countries have been influenced by the 2012 Commonwealth Model Law on Data Protection, and some countries (such as Ghana, Mauritius and the UK) have ratified the Council of Europe’s Data Protection Convention. The three current and recent EU members in the Commonwealth (Cyprus, Malta and the UK) have implemented the EU’s extensive General Data Protection Regulation. Thirty-five (35) Commonwealth countries are reported to have some type of privacy or data protection law, although these vary significantly in form and function in practice.

Data protection law is a regulatory framework concerning privacy, security and data control, originating from international instruments and discussions in the mid-twentieth century (such as the OECD and Council of Europe) and inheriting aspects from various domestic laws around the world. While the exact language different pieces of legislation use differs, it creates obligations for those who determine how data relating to individuals is used (sometimes called ‘data controllers’) and rights for the individuals (sometimes called ‘data subjects’) whom those ‘personal data’ concern. Data controllers require a legal basis to process data, such as consent, or a legal obligation, while data subjects can access, rectify and delete data that might identify them and is about them, as well as object to certain uses of it. Many data protection laws apply across both the public and private sectors, and there is growing consensus that almost all entities should be in scope and selectively exempted from provisions where required, rather than creating a patchy, costly and confusing set of different regimes.

Data protection is usually principle based. Data protection principles typically include fairness, lawfulness, accountability, security and limiting both the amount of data collected and how far it can be repurposed without securing a new legal basis. The principle-based nature of many (but not all) data protection regimes helps them deal with changing technologies, keeping them as technology neutral as possible, yet also requires a strong independent regulator to interpret these principles and a judiciary able to provide clarity on what can be technically and politically challenging issues.

Data protection legislation often also brings specific provisions designed to promote enforcement, such as the appointment of data protection officers inside data controllers, the mandating of data protection impact assessments for high-risk processing and obligatory reporting of certain categories of data breaches to an independent regulator.

In these and most other data protection legal frameworks, the data covered is a variant of any information relating to an identified or identifiable individual. ‘Any information’ is a broad concept, which can encompass anything from a name, address, biometric data or identification number, to location data sent to a central server when using an e-voting app. Similarly, information can relate to individuals in many ways, such as by content, purpose or effect – for example, data on web browsing history locates to people by means of content, data on whether an individual has not yet voted in a political party membership election might relate by means of purpose, or information about how an individual is profiled for ad targeting might relate by means of effect.

Data protection laws usually require organisations to ensure the accuracy of personal data they hold, and to correct mistakes when notified. This is a useful tool for EMBs for election-related personal data held by organisations such as political parties. Without it, EMBs may have to encourage third parties to correct data voluntarily. For example, in Grenada, one party app gave voters inaccurate information about their polling station location roughly 40 per cent of the time. Without a data protection law in force, the Grenada EMB had to persuade the party to fix the data.

While identified information is a straightforward concept, meaning information connected directly to an identifier such as a name, e-mail address or identification number, identifiable
information significantly widens the scope of the term. It is usually considered with a balancing test, examining how far the content of the information itself, potentially in combination with other datasets in existence, could single out an individual. For example, a dataset of campaigning activity or spend, even if not attached to a candidate, could single them out through cross-referencing it to a dataset such a social media activity. In some countries, such as the United States, the term ‘personally identifiable information’ often excludes this type of data, covering only data tagged with a name or other explicit identifier. Under most data protection laws, as well as privacy laws in countries such as Canada, the term is used more broadly.

In electoral contexts, personal data relating to a range of types of individuals is likely to be processed by many different actors. These are likely to include, at least:

- **Political parties or campaigns**
  - Data collected during canvassing:
    - in person, including that held by volunteers;
    - remotely, such as on the telephone.
  - Data on voters and households:
    - statutorily provided electoral roll data;
    - data obtained from third parties, such as data brokers.
  - Data on party or campaign members:
    - data required for membership, such as fees;
    - political activity, such as posts held.
  - Data on staff and volunteers:
    - personal details, such as that held by human resources;
    - data on performance or tasks undertaken.
  - Data from online engagement, such as mailing lists or apps.
  - Data on competing candidates, parties and campaigns.
  - Internal communications data (e.g. between members, candidates).
- **Elected representatives** may have data beyond that of an affiliated party or campaign:
  - data from duties relating to constituents;
  - statutorily provided electoral roll data in capacity as candidate.
- **Electoral management bodies**:
  - staff;
  - volunteers;
  - observers;
  - data from linked bodies, such as national identity data for verification or de-duplication of electoral rolls;
  - personal data of candidates;
  - electoral roll data.
- **Journalists** are likely to have journalistic material on a range of individuals.
- **Observers** will also hold a range of data associated with their tasks.

The extensive array of this data, and the manner in which it spans sectors, actors and even jurisdictions, requires a strong and predictable legal framework. When considering electoral integrity within the context of a broader data ecosystem, which includes platforms and communications, parties, data brokers, observers, journalists and individual campaigners, sectoral laws are patchy and create significant loopholes.

**Political exemptions**

Data protection law often provides higher protection for ‘sensitive’ or ‘special category’ data commonly used in electoral processes, such as data revealing political opinions or affiliations, or biometric data for the purposes of identification that might be used in electronic voting systems.

‘Special category’ or ‘sensitive’ data restrictions tend to have exemptions for electoral processes, but these exemptions must be balanced against the need for high protection, risk assessment and scrutiny, rather than giving a free pass to use data in ways which might be insecure or inappropriate. A report commissioned by the UK Information Commissioner’s Office concluded:
To the extent that contemporary elections are ‘data-driven’, their worst effects have been apparent in countries whose data protection laws do not cover political parties. In most democratic countries where parties are covered by data protection law, and have been for decades, there is little evidence that these restrictions have impeded their ability to perform their basic democratic roles of political mobilization, elite recruitment and policy development.50

Depending on the local data protection or privacy regime, some organisations involved in elections may be allowed to process these specific categories of data with lower restrictions than other actors, or even be out of scope of the law entirely. In the United Kingdom, for example, political parties are bound by the requirements of the Data Protection Act 2018, although registered parties benefit from being able to process data on political opinions without relying on consent (with voters allowed to opt out in writing from processing by specific parties and campaigns).51 A similar framework can be seen in South Africa’s Protection of Personal Information Act 2013, although the relevant law had not yet been commenced at the time of writing.52

In Malta, the Office of the Data Protection Commissioner has stated that political parties must get consent before processing political opinions.53 In Australia, political parties are not considered as organisations for the purposes of privacy law,54 and other organisations undertaking political activities, such as parties’ (sub-)contractors and volunteers, are also exempted.55 In Canada, political parties ‘fall between the cracks’ of the national privacy regime,56 as they are not governmental institutions for the purposes of public sector privacy law,57 and are exempted from federal private sector privacy legislation by virtue of not meeting the definition of ‘federal work, undertaking or business’.58 Some issues around the use of the electoral roll are regulated by electoral law; however, the application and scope of this is inconsistent and patchy.59

Some Commonwealth countries are still developing national data protection law; the Commonwealth Model Bill on the Protection of Personal Information provides guidance on this, although it does not recommend derogations for political parties or purposes. This is an area of active consideration in the current update of the model law.

**Recommendation** Exemptions or lower restrictions for data processing in data protection and privacy laws for political organisations or purposes must be narrow and proportionate.

When organisations - whether EMBs, political parties or others - are planning to process sensitive data, they can manage the associated risks using data protection impact assessments (DPIAs) - mandated by the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)60 for processing that is ‘likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons’ (§35(1)). Such assessments must contain at a minimum:

(a) a systematic description of the envisaged processing operations and the purposes of the processing, including, where applicable, the legitimate interest pursued by the controller;

(b) an assessment of the necessity and proportionality of the processing operations in relation to the purposes;

(c) an assessment of the risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects…; and

(d) the measures envisaged to address the risks, including safeguards, security measures and mechanisms to ensure the protection of personal data and to demonstrate compliance with this Regulation taking into account the rights and legitimate interests of data subjects and other persons concerned.

The GDPR also recommends that those affected by sensitive data processing be consulted, as well as the national data protection authority when the assessment indicates a high risk (§§35(9) and 36(1)).

In addition to data protection law, many Commonwealth countries have related provisions that focus on unsolicited and direct marketing. These fall in different types of law depending on the jurisdiction. In the Commonwealth’s current and recent EU members (United Kingdom, Cyprus and Malta), these follow the EU ePrivacy Directive,61 which in large
part focuses on implementing the fundamental right to confidentiality of communication. In Canada, this issue became significantly controversial with the illegal impersonation of the EMB in the 2011 elections by a campaigner for a major party using automated calling (see Box 2.3 earlier). South Africa’s Electoral Commission was at the time of writing in discussions with the national Information Commissioner about protection of electoral data, with public concerns expressed about commercial marketers and debt collectors accessing voter records. In terms of the provisions of the Electoral Act, political parties have access to the full voter list (including addresses) to campaign and verify voters.

Privacy and data protection legislation is a key component of electoral integrity and cybersecurity in a complex ecosystem of data sharing and brokerage. Significant damage to perceived electoral integrity can be done if a party, campaign or candidate misuses data to manipulate voters.

**Recommendation** Governments should ensure privacy and data protection laws are in place to protect voter data wherever it is held, including in the private sector. These laws should allow political parties and candidates to engage with voters; but any exemptions that affect voters’ trust or data protection and security should be carefully limited.

**Recommendation** States without a data protection or privacy law should look to enact one in line with existing international standards and institutional practices.

Personal data and privacy issues around elections should be overseen by a regulator that is truly independent from government, and which has powers and resources effective for and commensurate with its role.

**Recommendation** The data protection and/or privacy regulator with competence for political and electoral issues must be independent from government and adequately resourced and empowered.

Many issues around elections, such as the use of data on social media platforms or in the advertising technology domain, span borders and jurisdictions. They cannot be tackled on the domestic level alone. Regulators must therefore be part of global and regional groupings to share information and build a coherent strategy for international challenges.

**Recommendation** National data protection and/or privacy regulator(s) should participate in international groupings and fora to tackle international issues relating to the governance of personal data in elections.

### 3.5 Electoral campaigns, interference and disinformation

Digital political campaigning began in the 1990s as the World Wide Web popularised the internet outside universities, with Canada and Singapore the first Commonwealth countries to deploy broadband at scale to the general public. Commonwealth countries have seen a huge growth in broadband internet coverage, with the deployment of high-speed mobile networks and smartphone ownership in the past decade further impacting political and electoral information. While ‘loose talk’ is as old as civilisation itself, there is evidence that publication of falsehoods has increased due to the properties of the internet.

Political rumours and misinformation were part and parcel of Nigerian politics prior to the advent of social media. For many political leaders, WhatsApp simply represents a further stage of a transformation in political communications that has gone from newspapers to radio, television, block text messages and internet-based forms of communication over the last eighty years.

Election media coverage is a complex multiagency issue to regulate. Existing political coverage rules (for instance, requirements of impartiality and declarations of spending and origin of advertising) often only apply to political parties and the use of broadcast media, not
print (newspapers), online or outdoor posters. Broadcast rules can apply to all broadcasting political coverage, with a ‘fairness rule’ and hate speech laws and with specific regulation of electoral periods for public service broadcasters. For the 2019 general election, India’s Election Commission extended bans on political advertising in the 48-hour period before voting in each state from traditional media to social media.\(^6^5\) The Kofi Annan Foundation has recommended that public authorities should:

- Define in law what is considered to be a political advertisement;
- Compel social media platforms to make public all information involved in the purchase of an ad, including the real identity of advertiser, amount spent, targeting criteria, and actual ad creative;
- Specify by law the minimum audience segment size for an ad; and
- Legislate a cooling-off period for digital political ads at least 48 hours before an election.\(^6^6\)

Education and public trust building are vital for the conduct of all elections, particularly to communicate any changes in process or the use of technology. In Ghana, the Electoral Commission has a statutory commitment to educate people on the electoral process and its purpose. It is currently still reliant on TV, radio and flyering for communications to do so, but the new commission is keen to make improvements. It has started to use a Facebook page to communicate with voters and stakeholders, which has amassed more than 210,000 followers. It reported that it used technology to inform voters where they could access their polling stations in 2012, but not 2016. An Afrobarometer survey recently showed that significant numbers of people in Ghana rely on radio for their news and political information and that internet diffusion is less important. Social media is growing, but device cost and data pricing can still be prohibitively high, especially for people in rural areas.

**Box 3.14 Ghana’s approach to voter education**

The increase in political advertising and content production both inside and outside electoral periods in online media is capable of causing disruption to existing electoral campaign rules, with so-called ‘troll factories’ producing large volumes of often distorted or untrue posts which cannot be easily traced to any single source in domestic politics. The algorithms used to select which adverts are shown to social media users often promote adverts that users are more likely to click on - favouring emotional and partisan appeals even at a lower bidding price by advertisers (although in the USA, Facebook has disputed claims from the Trump 2016 presidential campaign its advertising costs were consequently much lower than Hillary Clinton’s).\(^6^7\)

Group messaging tools such as WhatsApp have been used to spread electoral disinformation in countries including Nigeria,\(^6^8\) Brazil\(^6^9\) and the UK (see Figure 3.6) - but also in Nigeria to counter it, with a study finding the app ‘levels the playing field between the ruling party and the opposition and can be used to boost electoral transparency and accountability’.\(^7^0\)

**Figure 3.6 UK Member of Parliament warns of electoral disinformation spreading via WhatsApp during the 2019 general election**

The sheer volume of social media posts has led many governments to adopt rules such as codes of conduct for the social media platforms on which posts, videos and other content is shared, rather than quixotically chasing the numerous and often anonymous posters themselves.\(^7^1\)
All the respondent Commonwealth countries have experienced the online dissemination of disinformation in relation to their elections processes. Figure 3.7 shows a breakdown of the amount of reported cases per social media platform. We use disinformation to mean ‘false, inaccurate, or misleading information designed, presented and promoted to intentionally cause public harm or for profit’, and misinformation to mean unintentionally false or inaccurate information. One broad challenge to regulating the intersection of modern campaigning, electoral integrity and cybersecurity is the varying abilities of EMBs to monitor the online and platform environment.

\[\text{Figure 3.7 Reported cases of electoral misinformation on social media platforms in respondent Commonwealth countries}\]

The straightforward EMB response for high-profile disinformation relating to elections is to rapidly publicise corrections, using EMB websites and social media channels, as well as interviews on broadcast media and briefings for journalists. An example of such a correction is shown in Box 3.14, from the Electoral Commission of Ghana. EMBs can also report clear instances of disinformation relating to elections - such as false information about the polling date or location of polling stations - to social media platforms, which will remove it where it breaches their terms and conditions.

In our discussions with Facebook’s growing elections team, the company encouraged EMBs to build a relationship with them to facilitate such reporting, as well as to ensure Facebook is aware of national restrictions such as bans on political adverts close to elections or foreign political advertising. The company is also able to work with EMBs to take down fake accounts, support third-party fact checking, promote official EMB information relating to elections and provide free training for EMB staff.
In India, political parties must get approval for adverts from a committee organised by the EMB, which provides a QR code that must be included in an approved advert and which is checked by online platforms. The committee checks the advert content and that the publisher is certified, and also logs the price paid for the advert, which is made publicly available. Politicians must follow a code of conduct, while the EMB maintains a public website listing actions taken against violators. A 150-person Electronic Media Monitoring Committee monitors media articles during elections and transmits specific articles to districts to check. An EMB app also allows citizens to report code of conduct violations, with a photo and location; districts must deal with these reports within 100 minutes. Platforms are required to take down illegal content notified to them within 15 minutes.

Penplusbytes, which promotes citizen participation in governance and the use of ICT, worked with partners the Georgia Institute of Technology and the UN University Institute on Computing and Society during the 2016 Ghana elections to operate a Social Media Tracking Centre. Over a 72-hour pre-election period, the software monitored real-time reports over major social media platforms, directing examples of disinformation and electoral security incidents to the Electoral Commission and the National Elections Security Taskforce for action. During its deployment, the software generated 297,600 election-relevant reports (of which 183 were unique), mostly related to polling logistics such as missing ballot papers, delayed voting and failures in biometric devices. Penplusbytes reported that it detected 18 false incidents of violence, misconduct and fraud.

The next section focuses on two areas of growing disinformation concern where we can identify both good practices, as well as practices that seem at odds with policy objectives and, in some cases, human rights. These focus areas are closely related to cybersecurity and electoral integrity, understood broadly as a multi-agency problem. The two areas are:

1. The ‘switching off’ of social media platforms or even blocking of the entire media by telecoms companies under order from governing parties choosing to remove social media from campaigns.
2. The use of social media to target voters, notably by disinformation intended to demotivate or even entirely mislead voters as to the electoral registration process. Examples have been interpreted by NATO as forms of foreign cybersecurity threat.

**Internet ‘switch-off’ and disinformation laws**

Internet shutdowns (general removal of transit, so that all services including e-mail are restricted by telecoms companies by order of the government) have been resorted to by
governments in the immediate election and vote counting period. There have been more than 300 reported incidents of full and partial closure since 2016.

In Venezuela’s 2012 presidential election, Hugo ‘Chávez won but died five months later of cancer, triggering an emergency election, won by Nicolás Maduro. The day before Maduro claimed victory, [‘hacker for hire’ Andrés] Sepúlveda hacked his Twitter account and posted allegations of election fraud. Blaming ‘conspiracy hackings from abroad’, the government of Venezuela disabled the Internet across the entire country for 20 minutes.

Fuller reports ‘[i]n Zimbabwe, following sporadic internet blackouts in the midst of civilian protests in January 2019, the country’s High Court issued a ruling in which it declared the shutdown illegal and ordered telecom operators to restore access’. Purdon, Ahraf and Wagner found that ‘Pakistan has often instructed telecommunication operators to suspend mobile and/or internet networks where intelligence indicates a threat to national security’. In November 2016, the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights noted ‘the emerging practice of State Parties of interrupting or limiting access to telecommunications services such as the Internet, social media and messaging services, increasingly during elections’. General internet shutdowns are contrary to international standards. UN Human Rights Council Resolution A/HRC/RES/32/13 condemns unequivocally measures to intentionally prevent or disrupt access to or dissemination of information online in violation of international human rights law and calls on all States to refrain from and cease such measures.

A 2015 Joint Declaration by global and regional human rights bodies stated internet ‘kill switches’ can never be justified under international human rights law, even in times of conflict. And even countries that have legislated such powers have faced constitutional law challenges, with the Indian Supreme Court in 2020 declaring:

the right to freedom of speech and expression … and the right to carry on any trade or business … using the medium of Internet is constitutionally protected… we think it necessary to reiterate that complete broad suspension of telecom services, be it the internet or otherwise, being a drastic measure, must be considered by the State only if ‘necessary’ and ‘unavoidable’. In furtherance of the same, the State must assess the existence of an alternate less intrusive remedy.

Recommendation EMBs should not request the operation of internet shutdowns during election periods, or at any other point not objectively assessed as a national emergency and sanctioned by a superior court.

Colonial-era criminal defamation laws were used in the period before the Commonwealth in response to claimed hate speech and to prevent opposition to colonial government. These have continued in many Commonwealth jurisdictions. However, in 2019, several countries passed anti-disinformation and hate speech laws for online media, extending controls into the internet environment. Singapore recently passed the Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act 2019, discussed in Box 3.16.

International Grand Committee member Singapore in May 2019 passed a new law, the Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act (POFMA) 2019. It gives ministers powers to command online actors to remove disinformation, and regulators to stop access to internet providers in Singapore that continue to carry such messages. Part 2 of POFMA criminalises the communication of false statements of fact in Singapore in certain circumstances, and acts which enable or facilitate the communication. Section 7 provides that a person must not do any act in or outside Singapore in order to communicate in Singapore a statement knowing or having reason to believe that it is a false statement of fact that may affect political stability. Individuals who contravene section 7(1) face a fine of up to S$50,000 and/or imprisonment for up to five years. Organisations face a fine of up to S$500,000. The punishment is enhanced if an unauthentic online account or a bot is used to
communicate the statement and for the purpose of accelerating the communication. Under Part 3, 'the Minister may direct the Infocomm Media Development Authority of Singapore (IMDA) to order an internet access service provider (ISP) to take reasonable steps to disable local access to the online location where the false statement of fact is communicated'.

Box 3.16 Singapore’s Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act 2019

In the context of recent laws, it is important to consider their impacts in a framework of freedom of expression and human rights more generally. A joint declaration from the freedom of expression rapporteurs of several international organisations, in collaboration with international civil society groups, called for the abolition of criminal defamation laws and the wholesale avoidance of general prohibitions on disinformation. The UN Human Rights Committee, established by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, emphasises in General Comment No. 34 that restrictions on speech online must be strictly necessary and proportionate to achieve a legitimate purpose. The 2017 Joint Declaration by global and regional human rights bodies notes the existence of:

- attempts by some governments to suppress dissent and to control public communications through such measures as:
  - repressive rules regarding the establishment and operation of media outlets and/or websites;
  - interference in the operations of public and private media outlets, including by denying accreditation to their journalists and politically motivated prosecutions of journalists;
  - unduly restrictive laws on what content may not be disseminated;
  - the arbitrary imposition of states of emergency;
  - technical controls over digital technologies such as blocking, filtering, jamming and closing down digital spaces; and
  - efforts to ‘privatise’ control measures by pressuring intermediaries to take action to restrict content.

Responses that seek to generally censor the internet or even shut it down during elections may be disproportionate, as well as illegal under international law. The Commonwealth has already concluded that direct government regulation is seen as censorship and is not the best practice answer to potential social media disinformation. The Government of Kenya announced in the run-up to the 2017 election: 'It is not our expectation the country will be in the position to shut down internet services. We are a digital country and that is not our intention. It is not even a remote fall-back position'.

Much more effective practice in democratic elections is ensuring that EMBs can liaise with social media platforms to remove and counter deliberate disinformation regarding electoral registration and voting, ensuring that claims about disinformation that form hate speech, defamation or fraud are promptly dealt with by the independent judiciary. Political name-calling can be classified by political opponents as disinformation or hate speech, which is one reason for the continued role of the independent judiciary as the arbiter of such decisions. Suspending social media platforms during elections can potentially impact large numbers of voters, whose wider communication could be jeopardised by such a restriction (for instance, suspending WhatsApp or Skype, which are vital communications tools for users).

**Recommendation**

Commonwealth countries should in general keep the internet on amid disinformation and cybersecurity concerns, while ensuring that false announcements are removed and countered where fraudulent or casting doubt on official EMB results and guidance (which are generally against the terms of service of major social media platforms).
Regulating the use of social media to target voters

Many proposed approaches to tackling disinformation issues surround the extension of broadcast rules to non-broadcast content, whether text based or in any case at the user’s individual choice. Yet care must be taken here, as this would, in all likelihood, increase the concentration of online communication in the hands of the largest platforms that can employ economies of scale in deploying proprietary filters to remove harmful content. Google, Facebook and Twitter have deployed artificial intelligence (AI) at large scale to combat disinformation, claiming this is the only cost-effective response to the billions of messages passed across their platforms daily. 89

Opinions are divided over whether regulating such platforms is a legitimate point of intervention, in particular because this could lead to two types of content moderation ‘arms race’:

• in reporting disinformation, where trolls are as likely to overwhelm well-meaning citizens when each reports against the other; and
• in coding debates, so that fact checkers and other self-regulatory enforcers cannot control the amount of disinformation as it emerges in images and videos as well as text.

Examples of these content moderation arms races from the internet’s regulatory history include the attempts to prevent child abuse image and terrorist video distribution, as well as unauthorised sharing of copyrighted files. In each case, the use of technologies (such as comparing hash values) in theory permitted removal before publication by the platforms deploying the technology, specifically YouTube and Facebook. In practice, the proliferation of content was restricted, but by no means prevented, by such technological intervention.

Canada: Canada has focused on traceability of political advertising, to ensure transparency in the advertising spend by major parties and to prevent violations of campaign finance laws by ‘shadow’ advertising by groups closely associated with political causes or parties. In Canada, it has been reported that ‘[t]he pre-writ period leading up to the October 21 [2019] election begins June 30; starting then, online platforms that accept political advertising in Canada will be required to show more transparency than they have in the past. Under clauses inserted in the legislation by the Commons procedure and House affairs committee and adopted by Parliament, online platforms that accept political advertising by political parties, candidates or interest groups will have to set up special ad registries that include copies of the ads and the name of the person who authorized them’. 90 While Facebook and Twitter complied with these rules, Google chose instead to prohibit Canadian political advertising. 91

India: The Election Commission of India (‘ECI’) convened a meeting with representatives of social media platforms and the Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) preceding the May 2019 general elections. Social media platforms submitted a ‘Voluntary Code of Ethics for the 2019 General Election’. 92 Platforms voluntarily undertook to create a dedicated reporting mechanism for the ECI, create fast response teams to take action on reported violations and facilitate political advertisement transparency. The mechanism allows ECI to notify platforms of violations under S.126, Representation of the People Act 1951. In the event of conflict between the Voluntary Code of Ethics and legal framework, the latter prevails. Platforms must take down reported content within three hours, during the two-day non-campaigning ‘silence period’ before polling. Platforms provide reports to IAMAI and ECI on their actions.

South Africa: Disinformation during elections is regulated by Section 89(2)(c) of the Electoral Act and Item 9(1)(b) of the Electoral Code of Conduct, which prohibits a false statement of fact, and not the expression of comments and ideas. These issues were tested in the Constitutional Court in a case concerning a text message sent by a political party to 1.5 million citizens in 2014, concerning allegations of corruption about then-President Zuma. 93 The text was found to be permitted electoral communication and not prohibited by Section 89(2). There was also a defamation offence, which has led to recent jurisprudence requiring removal of false online content. 94

South Africa’s EMB noted in 2016 the growth of online disinformation. The Directorate of Electoral Offences was established ahead of the 2016 municipal elections to investigate alleged breaches of the Electoral Code of Conduct and prohibited conduct. To help distinguish between official and fake adverts, political parties contesting the May 2019 elections were asked to upload all official advertising material used by the party to an online political advert repository at www.padre.org.za. Complaints relating to alleged breaches of the Code of Conduct must be submitted to the Electoral Court or the Directorate for Electoral Offences. In August 2019, the number of complaints and the
success rate in examination were not evaluated. In addition, the Electoral Commission launched an innovative online reporting platform for citizens to report instances of alleged digital disinformation, the 411 Campaign\(^9\) (‘411’ is internet slang in southern Africa for disinformation). Developed in conjunction with Media Monitoring South Africa, the platform provided for the online submission and tracking of complaints relating to disinformation encountered on social media platforms, hosted on www.real411.org. The digital platform was intended for complaints related only to social media, and not to replace existing channels and processes for investigating alleged breaches of the Code of Conduct. By election day on 9 May 2019, 156 complaints had been logged, to be considered by a panel of relevant experts including those with expertise in media law and social and digital media.\(^96\) They were due to make recommendations for possible further action (report awaited). Such action could include:

- referring the matter for criminal or civil legal action;
- requesting social media platforms to remove the offensive material; and/or
- issuing media statements to alert the public and correct the disinformation.

Whether these advertising registries and codes of conduct are effective in the manner described by Mozilla in Box 3.20 is yet to be seen.

Box 3.17 Social media codes of conduct and reporting in Commonwealth countries

The use of AI and machine learning to detect content has seen success in some areas, but struggles heavily in areas as value-laden, subjective and complex as disinformation.\(^97\) Social media platforms have claimed that AI will be able to spot disinformation. But it is broadly the case that disinformation cannot be effectively automatically detected by new techniques such as machine learning, as it is highly context specific and there is no clear canonical reality against which to judge.

Automated filtering is likely to be a heavy-handed move and will result in a large number of ‘false positives’, where \textit{bona fide} statements are confused with ‘fake news’. Furthermore, these open up new cybersecurity threats, as machine learning systems are capable of being fooled and ‘poisoned’ - for example, by political actors wishing to suppress the speech of particular other voices.\(^98\)

There is scope for standardising (the basics of) notice and appeal procedures and reporting, and creating a self-regulatory multistakeholder body, such as the UN Special Rapporteur’s suggested ‘social media council’.\(^99\) Such a multistakeholder body could, on the one hand, have competence to deal with industry-wide appeals and, on the other, work towards a better understanding and minimisation of the effects of AI on freedom of expression and media pluralism.

**Recommendation** Disinformation is best tackled by governments through media pluralism and literacy initiatives, as these allow diversity of expression and choice. For social media platforms, source transparency indicators and deprioritisation of information rated false by independent fact checkers will limit impact. Users need to be given the opportunity to understand how their search results or social media feeds are built, and to edit their search results/feeds where desirable.

| a. General prohibitions on the dissemination of information based on vague and ambiguous ideas, including ‘false news’ or ‘non-objective information’, are incompatible with international standards for restrictions on freedom of expression, as set out in paragraph 1(a), and should be abolished. |
| b. Criminal defamation laws are unduly restrictive and should be abolished. Civil law rules on liability for false and defamatory statements are legitimate only if defendants are given a full opportunity and fail to prove the truth of those statements and also benefit from other defences, such as fair comment. |
| c. State actors should not make, sponsor, encourage or further disseminate statements which they know or reasonably should know to be false (disinformation) or which demonstrate a reckless disregard for verifiable information (propaganda). |
| d. State actors should, in accordance with their domestic and international legal obligations and their public duties, take care to ensure that they disseminate reliable and trustworthy... |
information, including about matters of public interest, such as the economy, public health, security and the environment.

Box 3.18 Excerpt from the Joint Declaration on Freedom of Expression and ‘Fake News’

**Recommendation**

Freedom of expression as a fundamental right should be subject only to appeal rights equivalent to those under state regulation, and thus disinformation should be regulated by legislation with appeal to courts of law. Options to ensure independent appeal and audit of platforms’ regulation of their users should be introduced. When technical intermediaries need to moderate content and accounts, detailed and transparent policies, notice and appeal procedures, as well as regular reports, are crucial.

**Regulatory responses and transparency requirements**

The EU was the first multilateral organisation to develop a response to disinformation, investing very substantially in research and then regulation in the period since 2014. The EU-orchestrated Multistakeholder Forum industry self-regulatory Code of Practice on Online Disinformation (see Box 3.19) was intended to demonstrate the voluntary commitments of the major social media platforms to achieve greater transparency in political advertising, prior to the European Parliament elections of May 2019. This was the world’s second largest democratic election after India’s parliamentary election.

The EU Code of Practice on Disinformation includes the following commitments:

1. **scrutiny of ad placements, political and ‘issue-based’ advertising:**
   a. disrupt advertising and monetisation incentives for relevant behaviours;
   b. ensure that advertisements are clearly distinguishable from editorial content;
   c. enable public disclosure of political advertising;
   d. use reasonable efforts towards devising approaches to publicly disclose ‘issue-based advertising’;

2. **integrity of services:**
   a. put in place clear policies regarding identity and the misuse of automated bots;
   b. put in place policies on what constitutes impermissible use of automated systems and to make this policy publicly available on the platform and accessible to EU users;

3. **empowering users:**
   a. help people make informed decisions when they encounter online news that may be false, including by supporting efforts to develop and implement effective indicators of trustworthiness in collaboration with the news ecosystem;
   b. invest in technological means to prioritise relevant, authentic and authoritative information;
   c. invest in features and tools to make it easier to find diverse perspectives;
   d. support efforts aimed at improving critical thinking and digital media literacy;
   e. encourage market uptake of tools that help consumers understand why they are seeing particular advertisements;

4. **empowering the research community:**
a. support good faith independent efforts to track and research disinformation and political advertising, including the independent network of fact-checkers facilitated by the European Commission;
b. convene an annual event to foster discussions within academia, the fact-checking community and members of the value chain.

Part of the industry response to the EU Code of Practice concerned rectifying the limited access platforms provide to political advertisements using their systems. Explicitly paid for political advertisements are increasingly placed in online ‘ad archives’, such as those provided by Facebook and by Google. The main intention of these codes of practice and their implementation by platforms is to allow civil society actors and regulators to identify and audit the political advertising spend by actors deemed political by the platform. Users themselves can access such an archive, but the information in the archive is not currently presented to them when, for example, they browse a site and view an advert.

Twitter decided on 30 October 2019, to ban all explicit political advertising. This leaves political actors to insert surreptitious political messaging and to attempt to create viral memes using both real and fake (‘bot’) accounts, which have been proved to be ubiquitous on social media platforms. An advertising ban in itself would only stem part of the disinformation flood on social media. Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg on 31 January 2020 explained he would explicitly permit all political advertising, whether factual or disinformation, using the US Constitution’s First Amendment to justify what he describes as ‘political speech’.

The European Commission’s higher political priority for regulation opposed to Facebook’s free market was explained by Vice President Jourova on 30 January 2020, stating Europe ‘will also need some degree of regulation, in particular addressed to the platforms’.

The Mozilla Foundation has proposed, along with more than 70 researchers, standards for effective political advertising archives that should be enforced upon platforms. Their suggestions are in Box 3.20.

1. The ad archive should be comprehensive, including
   a. direct electioneering content
   b. candidates or holders of political office
   c. matters of legislation or decisions of a court
   d. functions of government
2. The ad archive should provide information about targeting criteria and information about impressions, content, payment, and microtargeting features
3. The ad archive must support research, by allowing bulk access and download and persistent, well-documented meta-data
4. The ad archive should contain both up-to-date and historical data
5. The ad archive should be accessible to the public.

A consistent challenge is ensuring that companies deliver workable advertising archives, such as those in line with the above guidelines. In the EU, Facebook’s attempt to create such a system has been described as ‘inadequate’, pointing to challenges in enforcement more broadly. Commonwealth countries that have not placed explicit requirements on platforms to provide such advertising archives in their law will face steep challenges in overseeing campaign spending online. The UK’s Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation has recommended...
'[Social media] Platforms should be required to host publicly accessible archives for online political advertising'.

**Recommendation**  Commonwealth countries should consider legislating to ensure that platforms and advertising networks are obliged to make political adverts public, in line with best practices in the area which allow public research and scrutiny.

NATO has reported the continued need for EMB and wider government readiness against disinformation threats. In a cybersecurity context, they point to the large and changing ‘scale of the black-market infrastructure for developing and maintaining social metric manipulation software, generating fictitious accounts, and providing mobile proxies and solutions for SMS activation’. These systems rely on security loopholes, data breaches and the use of bots at scale in order to influence disinformation on a large scale. Recommendations from NATO can be found in Box 3.21.

1. Monitoring of targeted, co-ordinated attempts to influence decision-making of voters, including the misuse of large interest groups, pages and other moderated forums for political purposes through automation, increased manual moderation and assessments, or new technical solutions to prevent malicious use.
3. Ad transparency, specifically regarding the micro-targeting of segments of the public.
4. Recognition and swift elimination of the use of non-organic manipulation of user engagement in order to manipulate the perceived popularity of a certain view, or of certain content.
5. Transparency and accountability to enable greater public insight and involvement in securing the online environment.

**Box 3.21 NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence Recommendations**

**Recommendation**  Commonwealth countries may be aided by a template agreement with social media companies for national memoranda of understanding relating to disinformation, potentially based on the EU Code of Practice.

Disinformation threats may seek to suppress or increase voter motivation in specific targeted segments of the population by geography or expressed political motivation - so-called micro-targeting to ‘fire up the base’ (motivate) or to suppress voter turnout via demotivational messages.

**Recommendation**  Commonwealth countries should strengthen reporting and publication of political spending online, as well as offline, and should monitor donations and uses of ‘dark money’ to try to influence campaigns.
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Chapter 4 Concluding remarks

Commonwealth countries use digital election technologies in a variety of ways - to more efficiently administer electoral registers and communicate results; to authenticate voters using biometric technologies; and to enable voters to register more easily and check details of polling venues. Electoral authorities should continue to give careful consideration to use of technology in the elections process if and where it demonstrably addresses a clear need, while carefully managing the resulting cybersecurity risks, with measures that are proportionate to the risk.

We must not ... make the mistake of placing our faith in technical solutions to political problems. When opposition parties and donors invest in the transformative power of new scientific advances, they often overlook the fact that even the most advanced forms of election technology rely on human programming and management. And there is nothing about digital technology that means that those who use it are likely to be any more trustworthy or fair. As John Githongo, Kenya’s former anti-corruption tsar, has put it: ‘You cannot digitise integrity.’

At the same time, EMBs must ensure that financial, human and other resources applied to new digital technologies do not come at the expense of defending against the many types of election interference that have little to do with technology, including ‘intimidation, vote buying, media bias, low participation by women, the abuse of state resources by incumbent parties or endemic political and electoral violence’. Donors supporting elections in two African Commonwealth countries, reported in 2018 that support for ‘purchasing expensive equipment inevitably means they are forced to invest fewer resources in domestic observation unless there are exceptional reasons to increase the overall budget’ - and if technologies fail and backup manual processes must be used instead during polling, ‘opposition parties and donors often find that their focus on new technology has actually undermined their capacity to detect fraud’.

During each phase of elections, the direct and indirect use of computers and other technology introduces a range of risks to electoral integrity. These pose threats to confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information and infrastructures concerning votes and voters, candidates and parties, and broader election processes. In this guide, we have analysed these risks at each phase of the election cycle and made a series of recommendations on best practices to manage them appropriately, in order to maintain public confidence in elections.

Some of these best practices are deeply technical, involving system testing, certification, monitoring and auditing. EMBs need to plan carefully to meet their future need for technically expert staff, whose skills are in high demand in the private sector.

However, for senior EMB policy-makers, the most important best practices relate to cybersecurity governance and international collaboration. EMBs across the Commonwealth are facing a number of common challenges and can maximise the impact of their cybersecurity measures through shared learning and resources.

These best practices should continue to evolve as technology and its use in elections continues to develop. By working together to address ongoing cybersecurity challenges, Commonwealth electoral authorities can ensure they maintain the public trust in well-run elections that is essential to democracy.
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